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Da~lIbl BOW&N I SBCRETARY OF STATE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA I ELECTIONS 
1500 11th 5th Floor I m f o ,  CA 958141 Td 19161 657466 1 ~ a x ~ 9 1 6 1 6 ~ ~ w ~ w w w ~ ~ g o v  
July 23, 2008 
TO: 
FROM: 
ALL COUNTY CLERKSlREGlSTRARS OF VOTERS AND 
PROPONENT (08236) 
KATHERINE M O N T G O M E N ~  \ 
Associate Elections Analyst 
SUBJECT: FAILURE OF INITIATIVE #I 321 
Pursuant to Elections Code section 9030(b), you are hereby notfied that the total 
number of signatures to the hereinafter named constitutional amendment and 
statute filed with all county elections officials is less than 100 percent of the 
number of qualified voters required to find the petition sufficient; therefore, the 
petition has failed. 
TITLE: CRIMINAL J USTlCE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS. 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
SUMMARY DATE; 01 130/08 
PROPONENT: Steven J. lpsen 
DEBu BOWBN I SBCRETARY OF STATE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA I ELECTIONS 
~ ~ ~ ~ 5 t h F l ~ j S a m m e n t 6 ,  ~ ~ g 5 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ d 1 g ~ l 6 ~ - 2 1 8 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 g r 6 ) 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g o v  
January 30,2008 
TO: ALL COUNTY CLERKSlREGlSTRARS OF VOTERSIPROPONENT 
(08047) 
FROM: 
Elections Analyst b 
SUBJECT: INITIATIVE #I321 
Pursuant to Elections Code section 336, we transmit herewith a copy of the Title 
and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed initiative 
measure entitled: 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS. 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
The proponent of the above-named measure is: 
Steven J . l psen 
(21 3) 700-41 33 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, VICTIMS' RIGHTS. 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
CIRCULATING AND FILING SCHEDULE 
I Minimum number of signatures required: ...................  ......................... 684,354 
California Constitution, Article I I, Section 8(b) 
2. Official Summary Date: ........................................................ Wednesday, 01 130108 
3. Petitions Sections: 
a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for 
signatures (Elec. Code 5 336) ...................................... Wednesday, 01130103 
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with the county. 
All sections are to be filed at the same time within each 
county. (Elec. Codes 5s 338, 9030(a)). ................................. Monday, 06/30/08* 
c. Last day for county to determine total number of 
signatures affixed to petitions and to transmit total 
to the Secretary of State (Elec. Code 5 9030(b)). .................... Friday, 0711 1/08 
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to 
06130108, the county has eight working days from the filing of the petition 
to determine the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to 
transmit the total to the Secretary of State) (Elec. Code 5 9030(b)). 
d. Secretary of State determines whether the total number 
of signatures filed with all county clerksfregistrars of 
voters meets the minimum number of required signatures 
and notifies the counties.. ............................................ .Sunday, 07/20108** 
e. Last day for county to determine total number of qualified 
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate 
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State 
(Elec. Code 5 9030(d)(e)) .................... ... ....................... Friday, 08129108 
* Date adjusted for amcial deadline, which falls on a weekend (Elec. Code 5 15). 
**Date varies based on the date of county receipt. 
INITIATIVE #I 321 
Circu fating and Filing Schedule continued: 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of 
qualified voters who signed the petition on a date other than 07120108, the 
last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the county's receipt' 
of notification). (Elec. Code 5 9030(d)(e)). 
f. If the signature count is more than 763,790 or less than 
659,637 then the Secretary of State certifies the petition as 
qualified or failed, and notifies the counties. If the signature 
count is between 659,637 and 763,790 inclusive, then the 
Secretary of State notifies the counties using the random 
sampling technique to determine the validity of all 
................... signatures (E Iec. Code $5 9030(f)(g), 9031 (a)) Monday, 09108108* 
g. Last day for county to determine actual number of all qualified 
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate 
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State. 
.............................................. (Elec. Code § 903 1 (b)(c)). Wednesday, 1 0/22/08 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of 
qualified voters who have signed the petition on a date other than 
09/08/08, the last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the 
county's receipt of notification.) (Elec. Code 5 9031 (b)(c).) 
ha Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been 
signed by the number of qualified voters required to declare 
the petition sufficient (Elec. Code 55 9031(d), 9033) ........... Sunday, 10/26/08* 
*Date varies based on the date of county receipt. 
IMPORTANT POINTS 
California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses 
gathered on initiative petitions for any purpose other than to qualify the 
initiative measure for the ballot. This means that the petitions cannot be 
used to create or add to mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose, 
including fundraising or requests for support. Any such misuses 
constitutes a crime under California law. Elections Code section 18650; 
Bilofsky v. Deukmejian (1 981) 124 Cal.App.3d 825, 177 Cal.Rptr. 621; 
63 0ps.Cal.Atty.Gen. 37 (1980). 
Please refer to Elections Code sections 100, 101, 104, 9001, 9008, 
9009, 9021, and 9022 for appropriate format and type consideration in 
printing, typing and othenvise preparing your initiative petition for 
circulation and signatures. Please send a copy of the petition after you 
have it printed. This copy is not for our review or approval, but to 
supplement our file. 
Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the 
Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81 000 et seq. 
r When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the 
official title of the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney General. 
Use of this title will assist elections officials in referencing the proper file. 
When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by 
someone other than the proponent, the required authorization shall 
include the name or names of the persons filing the petition. 
When filing the petition with the county elections official, please provide 
a blank petition for elections official use. 
EDMUND G. BROWN JR. 
Attorney General 
State of CsldfornIa 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
January 30,2008 
Debra Bowen 
Secretary of State 
1500 - 1 1' Street, 5' Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
1300 I STREET, SUITE 125 
P.O. BOX 944255 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94244-2550 
, Public: 916 445-9555 
~elcphme: [PI 445-4752 
Facsimile: (916 324-8835 
&Mail: Krysttal.puis&oj.ugov 
FILED In the ottfce of the Secretary of State 
of the State at California 
RE: 
TITLE: 
Title and Summary for Initiative No. 07-0096 
CRUlINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS. CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
Dear Ms. Bowen: 
Pursuant to the provisions in sections 336 and 9004 of the Elections Code, enclosed please 
find a copy of the Title and Summary issued for Initiative Number 07-0096, along with the text of 
the proposed measure. 
Initiative Coordinator 
For EDMUND G.  BROWN JR. 
Attorney General 
Enclosures 
Proponent's public Information: 
Steven J. Ipsen 
www. deputyda.com 
(2 13) 700-4 133 
Date: January 30,2008 
Initiative No. 07-0096 
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief 
purpose and points of the proposed measurc: 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT 
AND STATUTE. Requires notification to victims and opportunity for input during phases of 
criminal justice process, including bail, pleas, sentencing and parole. Establishes victim safety 
as primary consideration in determining bail. Requires victims have safe access to courthouses. 
Provides more assistance collecting restitution. Prohibits release of defendants on their own 
recognizance for specified crimes, including serious or violent felonies. Authorizes courts of 
appeal to adjudicate death penalty appeals. Creates Department of Parole to handle a11 parole 
hearings. Requires prosecutors reccive certain benefits and be paid salaries comparable to 
similar public attorneys. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of 
fiscal impact on state and local govemmcnt: Increased state and county judicial system costs 
that may initially exceed % 100 million and amount to tens of millions of dollars annually 
thereafter on a statewide basis. A net increase in costs for state prison operations that, depending 
on circumstances, could range from millions to hundreds of millions of dollars annually. A 
potential nct savings in the low tens of millions of dollars for the administration of parole 
reviews and revocations if the changes related to parole revocation procedures were not 
overturned by potential legal challenges. A net increase in local government costs for county 
jails, work release programs, probation supervision, and other local law enforcement agencies in 
the millions to tens of millions of dollars annually on a statewide basis. (Initiative 07-0096.) 
Krystal Paris 
Initiative Coordinator 
Office of the Attorney General 
1300 I Street 
Sacramento, California 95 8 14 
DEC 0 '7  M07 
1NITIATIVE COORDINATOR 
AITORREY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
RE: Request for Title and Summary for Proposed Initiative 
"The Victim's Rights and Protection Act: Marsy's Law -Version 3'', 
Dear Initiative Coordinator, 
Please find enclosed a copy of "The Victim's Rights and protection Act: Marsy's Law 
-Version 3", a proposed statewide ballot initiative for the November 8, 2008 election. 
It is hereby requested that the Office of the Attorney General prepare a title and 
summary of the ballot initiative measure as provided by law, 
Included with the copy of the initiative measure and this cover letter, are the required 
affidavits and a check for amount of the required filing fee o f  $200.00. 
Contact can be made regarding this initiative by calling 
Sincerely, 
Steven J. Ipsen 
VICTIMS RIGHTS AND PROTECTION ACT: 
MARSY'S LAW - VERSION 3 
DECEMBER 7,2007 
INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS 
TO THE HONORABLE SECRETARY OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA: 
We, the undersigned, registered, qualified voters of California, residents of the afore-described County (or City and 
County), on the signature page of this petition section, hereby propose additions and amendmento to the California 
Constitution and to the California Evidence Code, the California Government Code, and the California Penal Code, 
relating to the rights of victims of crime, and petition the Secretary of State to submit the same to the voters of California 
for their adoption or rejection at the next succeeding general election or at any special statewide election held prior to that 
general election or otherwise provided by law. The proposed statutory additions and amendments (full title and text of 
the measure) read as follows: 
SECTION 1. TITLE 
This Measure shall be known and may be cited as the "Victims Rights and Protection Act: Marsy's taw." 
SECTION 2, FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS , 
The People of the State of California hereby find and declare all of the following: 
1, The rights of victims of crime are simply stated. They Include the right to notice and to be heard during critiwl 
stages of the criminal justice system proceedings; the right to receive restitution from the criminal wrongdoer; the right to 
the enactment of statutes that promote and encourage the recruitment and retention of highly trained, career criminal 
prosecutors who have high ethical standards, who are free from conflicts d interest, and who are sensitive to the needs 
and rights of crime victims; the right to be and feel reasonably safe throughout all bf the criminal proceedings against the 
wrongdoer; the right to expect the individually determined sentence of a judge to be honored and fully carrld out; the right 
to expect the Legislature to properly fund the crimlnal justiae system, so that the rights of crime victims stated in this 
Findlngs and Declarations and that jusflce itself are not eroded by inadequate resources; and, above ell, the right to an 
expeditious and just punishment of the criminal wrongdoer that is an effective deterrent to future crimlnal wrongdoing. 
2. The process by whlch crimlnal wrongdoers are held criminally accountable for their crimes has been given to the 
exclusive control of the government. The people of this state have surrendered any right or legal authority to take 
individual action to impose criminal punishment upon criminal wrongdoers, regardless of the extent of personal pain and 
suffering?nflicted upon them by these criminal perpetrators. 
3. It is, therefore, an important responsibility of government to ensure that law enforcement officials and prosecutors 
are enabled to employ an efficient justice system to investigate crimes committed again& the people of this State, 
exercise their discretion to charge criminal wrongdoen with violations of the State's penal laws, detain criminal 
wrongdoers in order to ensure their attendance in criminal proceedings against them, protect crime victims and their 
families during the criminal justice process, fairly and speedily bring criminal wrongdoers to trial, impose,just sentences on 
those wrongdoers who are convicted of the charges against them, and ensure that every individuelly imposed judicial 
sentence is fully and constitutionally carried out as ordered by the court. 
4. The People cf the State of California declare that the "Victim's Rights Act of 2008 - Marsy's Lawn is needed to 
nmedy a justice system that fails to fully recognize and adequately enforce the rights of victims of crime, It is named afier 
Marsy, a 21-year old college senior at U,C, Santa Barbara who was preparing to pursue a career in special education for 
handicapped children and had her whole life ahead of her. She was murdered on November 30, 1983, Marsy's Law is 
written on behalf of her mother, father, and brother, who were often treated as though they had no rights, and inspired by 
hundreds of thousands of victims of crime who have experienced the additional pain and frustration of a criminal justice 
system that too often fails to afford victims even the most basic of rights. 
5, The People of the State of California find that the "broad reform" of the criminal justice system intended to grant these 
basic rights mandated in the VictimsJBill of Rights initiative measure passed by the electorate as Proposition 8 in 1982 
has not occurred as envisioned by the People, Victim8 of crime continue to be denied their right to swifl and just 
punishment of their criminal wrongdoers, and to be denied their right to a criminal justice system that performs as it 
shodd. 
6. The Criminal Justice System of Calif~mia fails the victims and their families even in cases in which the rights of 
victims and the accused are the most critical - capital murder cases in which the law allows the imposition of a sentence of 
death upon the criminal wrongdoer. 
7. 'Night StalkeP Richard Ramirez, convicted murderer of 13 people, and 666 other 'worst of the worst" murderers 
langulsh for decades on Califomla's death row, dralning almost $60 million each year from California's taxpayers just to 
house and feed them whlle en overwhelmed system of death penalty appeals grinds stowly to a halt, denying everyone 
affected by the devastation of murder, condemned Inmates and the famllies of their vlcfirns, a timely resolution that 
assures that death verdicts and punishments are justly applled. 
8. Callfornb's arcane death appeal process established In 1849, Nhich requlres automatic appeal to only one court, 
the California Supreme Court, composed of just seven jurlsts, has created a backlog of death cases that causes death 
, 
penalty appeals to be unresolved for decades. Capital murderers sentenced to death go unrepresented by an appellate 
attorney for an average of more than three years while they sit on death raw. 
9. Unlted States Circuit Court Judge Arthur Alarcon declared In 2007 that we "must bring an end to the appalling 
delay in reviewing California death penalty convictions and reduce wasteful expenditure of millions of dollars in houslng 
death row inmates for decadw before determlnlng whether their conviction or sentence should k vacated or afirmed.' 
10. In a remnt Awc[ated Press interview, California Supreme Court Chief Justice Ronald George stated that California'~ 
20-30 year death penalty proces8 has become "dysfunctionai.' 
11. Even if the California Supreme Court were able to resolve the appeals of just one capital murderer evefy week, it 
would take that Court 12 ywrs to resolve the backlog of appeals of capital murderers alrady on death row, and that 
backlog Increases by more than 25 new condemned murderers each year. This is broken criminal justice that demand8 
repair, 
12. An inefficient, overcrowded, and arcane criminal justice system has failed to build adequate jails and prisons, has 
failed to efficiently conduct court prowedings, and has failed to expeditiously finalize the sentences and punishments of 
criminal wrongdoen. Those criminal wrongdoers are k i n g  released from custody after serving as little as 10% of the 
sentences imposed and determined to be appropriate by judges, 
13, Each year hundreds of convicted murderers sentenced to serve life in prison, seek release on parole from our state 
prisons. California's "release from prison parole procedures" torture the families of their murdered victims and waste 
millions of dollars each year. Only in Catifornia are convicted murderers given appointed attorneys paid by the tax dollars 
of Califomia's citizens, and they are often given parole hearings every year. The families of their murdered victims are 
never able to escape the seemingly unending torture and fear that the murderer of their loved one will be once again freed 
to murder again. 
14. 'Hekw Skelter" Bruce Davis and Leslie Van Houghton, two followers of Charles Manson convicted of muRIple 
brutal murders, have had 38 parole hearings during the past 30 years. 
15. Parole Board cammlssioners, whose appointments must be confirmed by the State Legislature, have reported 
that they have been pressured by state legislators to parole more murderers in order to reduce the population of 
California's overcrowded prisons 
18. Prisoner rights groups push for laws to give state prison inmates privileges and comforts, such as access to 
pornography, violent "RU and "NC-17" movies, and overnight sex visits, seeking to reduce the punitive and deterrent value 
of punishment. Catering to these demands will bankrupt prison budgets and cause federal courts to order the release 
from prison of tens of thousands of convicted felons due to overcrowding in our prisons. 
17. Like most victims of murder, Marsy was neither rich nor famous when she was murdered in 1983 at the age of 21 by 
a former boyfriend who lured her from her parents' home by threatening to kill himself. Instead he used a shotgun to 
brutally end her life when she entered his home in an effott to stop him from killing himself. Following her murderer's 
arrest, Marsy's mother was shocked to meet him at a local supermarket, learning that he had been released on bail 
without any notice to Marsy's family and without any opportunity for her family to state their opposition to his release. 
18. Several years affer his conviction and sentence to "life in prison" the parole hearings for his release began. In the 
first parole hearing Marsy's mother suffered a heart atlack fighting against his release. Since then Marsy's family has 
endured the trauma of frequent parole hearings and constant anxiety that Marsy's killer would be released. 
19. The experiences of Marsy's family are not unique. Thousands of other crime victims have shared the 
experiences of Marsy's family, caused by the failure of our criminal justice system to notiry them of their rights, failure to 
give them notice of important hearings in the prosecutions of their criminal wrongdoers, and failure to provide them with 
an opportunity to speak and participate, with some measure of finality to the trauma inflicted upon them by the wrongdoer, 
and with actual and just punishment of that wrongdoer. 
20. The enactments and amendments made by the "Victims Rights Act of 2008 - Marsy's Law" constitute rights of 
victims of crime and their families or are necessary to effectuate those rights within the meaning of Section 28 of Article I 
of the California Constitution. 
SECTION 3. STATEMENT OF PURPOSES AND INTENT 
It is the purpose of the People of the State of California in enacting this initiative measure to: 
1 Invoke the rights of families of homicide victims to be spared the ordeal of prolonged and unnecessary suffering, and 
stop the waste of millions of taxpayer dollars, by eliminating hearings in which there is no likelihood a murderer will be 
paroled, and providing that a convicted murderer can receive a parole hearing no more frequently than every three years, 
and that the murderer can be denied a follaw-up parole hearing for as tong as fifteen years.- 
2. Provide the California Supreme Court greater authority, discretion, and resources to use more than one hundred 
California Court of Appeal justices to hear and resolve death penalty appeals. 
3. Send convicted county jail inmates to do environmental cleanup, fire abatement, and other such public works projects 
while they afe incarcerated to make effective the punitive, deterrent, and rehabilitative experiences of productive hard 
work, in order to reduce the danger that crime vlctima and their families will be again victimized by these inmates. 
4. Establish guidelines for opening emergency jails and other such facilities to stop the early release of large numbers of 
convicted criminals from county jails caused by overcrowding of those jails. 
5, Nofi victlms of all criminal proceedings and establish a specific and enforceable statuto~y right to notice during the 
criminal prosecutions of their wrongdoers. 
8. Provide victlms with a right to be heard at the critical stages of a criminal case, a right to a reasonable degree of safety 
and respect throughout the criminal justice process, a meaningful'right to collect restitution from their criminal wrongdoers, 
and most importantly, a right to see their wrongdoers fairly and expeditiously punished as payment for the criminal wrongs 
they have committed and as a deterrent to their committing further crimes. 
7. Impose on criminal prosecutors the highest standards of regular training and education in prosecutorial elhics and 
victims rights, to eliminate threats of bias and corruption arising from conflicts of interest, and to prohiba the exploitation of 
victims of crime for political or other purposes. 
8. Provide assurances to victims that the criminal prosecutors who prosecute crimes on behalf of the People of the State 
of California and who are the primary sources of support and guidance to, and the sole courtroom voices of, victims of 
crime, are competenl, ethical, non-conflicted, victim-sensitive, and respected career representatives of the People. 
9. Ensure that the sentences and punishments individually imposed by judges on thelr criminal wrongdmrs will be 
carriad out as ordered, and not be undermined by political or economic pressures. 
10. Secum justice for victims of crimes, by enforcing the Victims Bill of RIghts passed by California's voters in 1982, 
SECTION 4. 
Section 12 of Article I of the California Constitution is repealed. 
SECTION 5. 
Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution Is amended to read: 
SEC. 28. (a) (1) The People of the State of Califomla find and declare that crlmlnal activity has a serious impact on fhe 
citizens d Califomla. The Peapie further #nd and declam thaf the rights of vfctlms in crlmlnal prosecutions is a subject of 
grave sfafewlde mcem. 
(2) The People f u m r  flnd and declare that victims of cti'me are entitled fo have the crlminaljustlce system view 
ctimlnal acts as s e w s  threats to the safety and welfare of the people of Callfomia. The Peaple fudher find and declare 
that the enactment of comprehensive provisions and laws ensurlng a bill of rights for victims of crlme, Including 
safeguards In the criminal justice system b fully p+e&4 pmtectlng those rights, and ensurtng that cdme victims are 
treated wRR respect and dignity, is a matter of ---.'- the highest public 
Impoflance. Califimb's victims of crlme e n  largely mlianf upon the proper functioning of government, upon the criminal 
justice system, and upon the expeditious enfomment of the dghts of victims of crime described herein, in order to protecf 
Ihe public safety and to secum justice when the public safety has been compmmised by criminal activw, 
(3) The People further find snd declare that *the rights of victims pwed+of crime must be paramount at every 
stage ofthe criminal justice system. 
1,,,,,73ese ifgh11 euruTAegemencomp8# the basic expectation that 
persons who commit b k i w w r l m l n d  acts causing physical, emotional, and e m m l c  injury to the person and property 
of others ~wwwWhwill be appropriately and thoroughly investigated, appmpdately detained in 
custody, and expeditiously charged, bmught before the courts, tried 7, sentenced and sufficiently punished, so 
that the public safety is protected and encouraged, and that the Legislature and othergoverning bodies that are 
responsible fur ensudng that public safety budgets provide suRcient resources to house in any state prison, county jail, or 
other stab or lo& comctional or rehabilitation facility, a// persons sentenced to those institutions or othetwise judicially 
compelled to abide by limitations on their fmedoms as punishment for criminal activity -. 
4 The People further find and declare that the right of victims of crime to expect that persons convicted of committing 
criminal acts are suftrciently punished in the manner and to the extent sentenced by the courts of the Sate of Caiifomla, 
encompasses the ight to expect ihaf fhe punitbe and deterrent effect of custodial sentences imposed by the courts will 
not be undercut or diminished by the granting of rights, privileges, and comfods to prisoners that are not required by any 
provision of the Unded States Constitution or by the laws of this Sfate to be granfed to any person incarcerated in a penal 
or other custodial facility 8s a punishment or corntion for the commission of a crime. No statute enacted on or after 
January 1, 2008, that requims or authorizes that persons incarcemted in a penal facility in this State as a punishment for 
the commission of a criminal act, be granted rights, privileges, or comforts that are not required by the Constifution of the 
United States to be provided to such persons shall have any force and ehc t .  
(5) The People further find and declare that victims of crime have the right to be informed about and to appropriately 
parficipate in judicial proceedings against their wrongdoers, the right to receive restitution from their wrongdoers for 
financial losses they have suffered as a result of the wrongdoers' criminal acts, and the right fo be informed about and to 
participate in proceedings involving the punishment and incarceration of their wrongdoers. 
(6) The People further find and declare that except for legislative acts that expand the power of the governor to grant a 
reprieve, pardon, or commut~tion of a sentence on an individual basis as provided in subdivision (a) of Section 8 of Adicle 
V, no final judgment imposed as a sentence for criminal conduct shall be reduced or eliminaied by any subsequent act of 
the Legislature or any initiative passed by the electorate 
fSj (7) Finally, the People find and declare that the right to public safety extends to public prirnaty, elementary, junior high, and senior high school, community college, college, and university campuses, where students and staff have 
the right to be safe and secure in their persons. 
(7) To accomplish -the goals that criminal behavior be deferred and the disruption of the lives of California's 
citizens caused by that criminal behavior be minimized, and that the public safety be protected and encouraged, it is 
necessary that the laws of Califomia relating to the criminal justice process be regularly updated and amended in order to 
protect the legitimate rights d victims of crime. 
(b) (I) In order to preserve and protect a crime vicfim's rights to justice and due process of law, every crime victim, 
regardless of race, sex, age, religion, or economic status, shall be entitled to the following rights: 
(A) To be freated with fairness and respect for his or her dignify and privacy, to be free from intimidation, harassment, 
exploitation, abuse, arid danger tl~roughout he criminai and juvenile justice process, and to be free from unnecessary and 
unwanted courthouse encounters wifh a criminal defendant and his or her family and associafes. 
(8) To receive fmm the courts and fmm law enforcement agencies reasonably adequate protection from the accused 
and persons acfing on behalf of the accused from h a m  and threats of harm arising from cooperation wifh prosecution 
efforts throughout the criminal orjuvenile justice process. 
(C) To have the safety of the victim and the family of the victim considered as an element in fixing fhe amount of bail 
and release conditions for the accused. 
(Dl To confidentiality and privacy of personal information regading tbe crime victim and the family of the crime victim, 
to inelude home address, telephone number, school, and place of employment during the criminal process, 'unless the 
court finds that release of thaf infomation is compelled by the due pmcess rights of the accused, 
(E) To the enactment of statutes that promote and encourage the recruitment and retention of highly guelified atforneys 
to become career criminal prosecutors, thaf mandate and faciljtate high levels of training of these pmecutom, that 
promote high standards of prosecutorial ethics and sensitivity to the needs and rights of crime victims, and that ensure 
fhat the proseeufor is free from actual or apparent conflicts of interest in representing the People of the State of Califomia 
in handling the prosecution o f  the accused. (FJ To be informed a bout and given an opporfunify to provide input info the decisions of the prosecuting attorney 
regarding the filing of charges against the accused. 
(G) To reasonably confer with the prosecution, upon request, before the entry of a disposition of criminal or juvenile 
charges, and to be informed, upon request, of any pretrial disposition of those charges. 
(H) To be informed of and to be present at any criminal proceedings af which the defendant, the prosecuf/ng attorney, 
and the general public are entitled to be present. 
(I) To be informed of his or her right to refuse an inferview, deposition, or other discovery request by the defendant, the 
defendanf's afforney, or any otherperson acting on behalf of the defendant, and to set reasonable conditions on the 
conduct of any such interview to which the crime victim consents, 
(J) To be informed of his or her right to be represented by retained counsel as to any issue during the criminal 
pmsecufion, juvenile adjudica fion, or parole phases of the case, 
(K) To provide pertinent information to a probation departmenf oficial conducting a presenfencing investigation 
concerning the impact of the offense on the viciim and the family of the victim prior to the sentencing of the defendant. (LJ To receive a copy of the pre-sentence report when available to the defendant, except for those portions made 
confidential by law. 
(M) To be informed about and to be allowed to submit a written, electronically recorded, and oral statement a i any 
proceeding invoking a post-amst release decision, plea, sentencing, or post-conviction release of the defendant, or any 
other proceeding in which a right or interest of the crime victim may be asserted. 
(N) To a reasonable disposition that sufficiently punishes the wrongdoer, detem future criminal conduct, and provides 
for a speedy and prompt final conclusion of the case. 
(0) To be informed, or to have easy access to informafion, when the accused or convicted person is arrested, has a 
scheduled hearing relating to release on bait or own recognizance, is sentenced, is incarcereled, has escaped from 
custody, is scheduled for a parole hearing, is scheduled for release, or is actually released from custody. 
(P) To receive prompt and full restifufion from the adult or juvenile offender for any loss or injury suffered by the victim 
or the family of the victim, 
(Q) To the prompt return of property when no longer needed as evidence. 
(R) To an independent Board of Adult Parole Hearings whose members are free from political and economic influences 
and pressures in determining whether to grant parole fo a state prisoner serving a life term of imprisonment, and to an 
independent Board of Juvenile Parole whose members are free from political and economic influences and pressures in 
determining whether to grant parole to a ward serving a term in a sfate juvenile justice facility. 
(5) To be informed, if requested, of parole procedures, to be nofifed, if requested, of pamle proceedings concerning 
the convicted wrongdoer, to participate in the parole process, to provide to the Board of Adult Parole Hearings information 
to be considered prior to the parole of the offender, and to be notified, requested, of the parole or other release of the 
offender. 
(T) To be informed of the rights of crime victims enumerated in this Constitution and in the statutes of the State oof 
California. 
(2) A crime victim, a guardian or legal representative of a crime victim, or the prosecuting a ff omey with the consent of 
the crime victim, may enforce the rights of crime victims enumerated in this constitution and other rights pmvided by law in 
any court as a matfer ofrlght. A victim's exercise of any right granted by this constitution or sfatutes of the State shall not 
be used as grounds for dismissing any criminal orjuvenile proceeding or for setllng aside any conviction or sentence. 
(3) Except as specifically pmvided by statute enacted by the people or by the Legislature, nothing in this Section shall 
be deemed to create a civil cause of actior? for compensation or damages against any public employee or official or any 
oflcer of the coud, any public agency, the State of California or any political subdivision thereof; or any other agency or 
person responsible for the enforcement of rights and provision of services described In this section. 
(4) The granting of these dghts to victims of crime shall not be constwed to deny or disparage ofher rights possessed 
by crime victims. 
(5) As used in this Section a 'victimn is a person who suffers dired or threatened physical, psychological, or financial 
harm as a result of tho commission or attempted commission of a crime or delinquent act against him or her. The term 
'victim" also includes the person's spouse, domestic partner, parent, child, sibling, or other lawful repmsentative of a 
crime victim who is deceased, who is a minor, or who is incompetent, or physically or psychologically incapacitated. The 
term "victim" does not include a person in custody for an offense, the accused, or in the case of a minor victim, a person 
who the court finds will not act in the besf interests of the minor 
(c) Restitution. It is the unequivocal intention of the People of the State of California that all persons who suffer losses 
as a result of criminal activity shall have the right to seek and secure restitution, supporfed by specific provisions of 
California law, from the persons convicted of or adjudicated to have commitfed the crimes or offenses for losses they 
suffer. Restitution shall be ordered from the convicted or adjudicated ~ w m n g d m r s  in every case, regardless of 
the sentence or disposition imposed, in which a crime . victim . suffers a loss, unless compelling and extraordinary reasons 
exist to the contrary. 
+(d) Right to Safe Schools, Ail students and staff of public primary, elementary, junior high, aasCsenior high schools, 
community colleges, colleges, end univewities have the inalienable right to attend campuses which are safe, secure and 
peaceful. 
w e )  Right to Truth-in-Evidence, Except as provided by statute hereafter enacted by a two-thirds vote of the 
membership in each house of the Legislature, relevant evidence shall not be excluded in any criminal proceeding, 
including pretrial and post conviction motions and hearings, or in any trial or hearing of a juvenile for a criminal offense, 
whether heard in juvenile or adutt court. Nothing in this section shall affect any existing statutory rule of evidence relating 
to ~rivileae or hearsav, or Evidence Code, Sections 352, 782 or 1103. Nothing in this section shall affect any existing 
(0 Publlc Safely Beit. ( I )  A pmon may be mleaaed on b d  by 
suficient sureties, except for capital crimes when the facts are evident or the presumption amt. Excessive bail may not 
be required. In setting, reducing or denying bail, the judge or magistrate shell teke into consideration the protection of the 
victim, the family of the victim, and the public, the seniousness of the offense charged, the previous criminal record of the 
defendant, and the pmbabili& of his or her appearing at the trial or hearing of the case. Bail shall not be reducd as a 
means of addFessing jail overcrowding. Public safety shall Be the primary cansideration. 
(2) A person may be released on his or her own recognizance in the 
discmtion of the court, subject io the same factors considered in setting bail. However, no person shall be released on his 
or her own recognizance if any one of the following circumsfances am true: 
(A) The defendant is chaged with the commission of a vjolenf felony as described in subdivision (cj of Section 667.5; 
(6) The, defendant is chaw& with the commission of a serious felony as described in subdivision (c) of Section 1192.7; 
(C) The defendant is chased with a felony alleged to have bee# commitfed while the defendant was on parole or 
probation; or 
(D) The defendant is charged with a felony alleged to have been commitfed whMe fhe defendeni was released fmm 
custody on bail or on own recugnizan~ on another offense. 
(3) Before any pemn arrested for a violent felony or a serious felony may be released on bail, a hearing may be held 
before the magistrate orjudge, and the prosecuting attorney and the vlciim shall be given notice and reasonable 
opportunity to be heard on the matter. 
(4) Whgn a judge or magisfrate grants or denies ball or release on a 
person's own recognhance, the reasons for ihet decision shall be stated in the record and Included In the court's minutes. 
Cq (8) Use of Prlor Convictions. Any prlor felony mnvlction of any penon in any crlmlnal proceeding, whether adult or 
juvenile, shall subsequently be used without Ilmitation for purposes of impeachment or enhancement of sentence in any 
crlmlnal p m d l n g .  When a prior felony conviction is an element of any felony offense, It shall be proven to the trler of 
fact In open court. 
+# (h) A8 While d feIonIes ens serious cdmes, as used in this artlek, the term "$erious felony" Is limited to any crime 
described & & & i n  subdivision (c) of Section 7 192.7 .
SECTION 8. 
Section 30 of Article I of the California Canst'itution is amended to read: 
SEC. 30. (a) This Constitution shall not be construed by the courts 
to prohibk the Joining of criminal area aa prescribed by the 
Legislature or by the people through the initiative process. 
(b) In order to protect victims and witnesses in criminal cases, hearsay evidence shall be admissible at preliminary 
hearings, as pmcribed by the Legislature or by the people through the initiative process. 
(c) In order to provide for fair and speedy trials, discovery in criminal cases shall be reciprocal in nature, as prescribed 
by the Legislature or by the peopb through the initiative process. 
(d) In order to provide for fair and speedy resoIuon of poslconvicfion petitions for relief; discovery in postconviction 
habeas wpu8 proceedings shall be reciprocal in nature, as prescrised by the Legislature or by the people through th% 
initiative ptvcess. 
Section 12.1 is added to Article 2 of the California Constitution to read: 
Sec. 12.1, (a) Except as prvvided in subdivision I&), no statute proposed to the electors by the Legislature or by 
initiative, and no statute enacted by the Legislature that redefines, fo the benefit of defendants, conducf subject to criminal 
sanctions, or that reduces or abolishes the punishment for a criminal act, or that creates a sentencing commission or 
other entity by any other name for the purpose of effecting reductions in sentences, shall have any effect upon any final 
judgment of conviction which has already imposed fha t punishment, No final judgment imposed as a sentence for 
criminal conduct shall be reduced or eliminated by any such subsequent statute enacted by the Legislature. 
(6) Nothing in this Section shall be deemed to prohibit or limit the power of the govemor to grant a mprieve, pardon, or 
commutation, after sentence of any person convicted of a criminal offense, as provided in subdivision (a) of Section 8 of 
Adicle V, to prohibit or limit the power of the Legislafure or the people by initiative or by legislative act to expand or modify 
the powers of the governor to grant a reprieve, pardon, or commutation of the sentence to any person on an individual 
basis, or to prohibit or limif the power of the Legislature or the people by initiative or by legislative act to modify the 
standards and pmedures for granting parole, 
SECTION 8. 
Section 8.1 is added to Article 4 of the California Constitution to read: 
Sec. 8.1. (a) Except as provided in subdivision {b), no bill enacted by the Legislature that redefines, lo the benefif of 
defendants, conduct subject to criminal sanctions, or that reduces or abolishes the punishmenf for a criminal act, or that 
creates a sentencing commission or other entity by any other name for the purpose of effecting reductions in sentences, 
shall have any effect upon any final judgment of conviction imposing that punishment. No final judgment imposed as a 
sentence for criminal conduct shall be reduced or eliminated by any subsequent sfatufe enacted by the Legislatu~. 
(b) Nothing in this Section shall be deemed to prohibit or limit the power of the govemor to extend a padon to or to 
commufe or modifL the sentence of any person convicted of a criminal offense, to prohibit or limit the power of the 
Legislature or the people by initiative or by legislative act to expand or modify the paweFs of the governor to extend 
pardon, commutation, or modification of the sentence to any person on an individual basis, or to prohibit or limit the power 
of the Legislature or the people by iniiia five or by legislative ad  to modify Hle standards and procedures for granting 
parole. 
SECTION 9. 
Section 11 of Article 6 of the California Constitution is amended to read: 
SEC. 1 1. (a) T k  Except as provided in Section 12 of this article, the Supreme Court has appellate Jurisdiction when 
judgment of death has been pronounced. With that exception courts of appeal have appellate jurisdiction when superior 
courfs have original jurisdiction in causes of a type within the appellate jurisdiction of the courts of appeal on June 30, 
1995, and in other causes prescribed by statute. When appellate]urisdiction in civil causes is determined by the amount 
in controversy, the Legislature may change the appellate jurisdiction of the courts of appeal by 
changing the jurisdictional amount in controversy. 
(b) Except as provided in subdivision (a), the appellate division of the superior court has appellate jurisdiction in causes 
prescribed by statute. 
( c )  The Legislature may permit courts exercising appellate jurisdiction to take evidence and make findings offact when 
jury trial is waived or not a matter of right. 
SECTION 10. 
Section 12 of Article 6 of the California Constitution is amended to read; 
SEC. 12. (a) The Supreme Court may, kefore decision, transfer to itself a cause in a court of appeal. It may, before 
decision, transfer a cause, including a cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced, notwithstanding Section 
I1 of this erticle, from itself to a court of appeal or from one court of appeal or division to another. The court to which a 
cause is transferred has jurisdiction. 
(b) The Supreme Court may review the decision of a court of appeal in any cause, 7he Supreme Courfshall have 
exclusive appebte junkdiction over a cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced until jurisdiction is 
transrered to the court of appeal as provided herein. 
. . 
-1n any cause in which s judgment of death has been pronounced and 
in which the Supreme Court has transfemd the cause to the court d appeal, the Supreme Court shall review the decision 
of fhe court of appeal. \f the Supreme Court determines after review that the decision of the courf of appeal contains no 
error within the meaning of Section 13 offhis article, the Supreme Courf may summarily affirm the judgment of the court of 
appeal by published order,. An order summarily affirming the judgment of the court of appeal shall be inchded in the 
Official Reports and shall be deemed to be a decision in wtiting with reasons stated within the meaning of Section 14 of 
fhis article. 
(dl 1(1 )  Om/ a/ument in the Supreme Court 
shall not be required as a precondj!ion to an oro'er by the Supreme Court summarily affirming the judgment of the couri of 
appeal. However, the Supreme Coud may grant oral argument upon mview of a court of appeal judgment in a cause in 
which death has been pronounced. 
(2) The order of the Supmme Court granting oral argument in a cause in which deafh has been pronounced shall not 
preclude the Supreme Court from issuing an order summarily affirming the judgment of the court of eppeat, nor shall it 
preclude the Supreme Court from issuing a written opinion eddressing fhose perfs of the decision of the court of appeal 
the Supreme Court concludes are necessary to its decision, 
(3) Any decision of the Supreme Court that reverses all or any portion of the judgment of the courf of appeal in any 
cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced shall be preceded by oral argument and shall be by wmen 
decision wifh oral argument. 
(e) Except as otherwise provided herein, and including a cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced, the 
Judicial Council shall provide, By rules of court, for the time and procedure for tmnsfer and for review, including, buf not 
limited to, provisions for the time and procedure for transfer with insfructions, for review of all or part of a decision, and for 
remand in a cause in which review has been impmvidently granted. (fl (I) Not later than 30 days after November 8, 2008, the Supreme Court shall determine and identify all causes 
pending in the Supreme Coud in which a judgment of death has been pronounced that are fMy briefed as determined by 
the Supreme Court. 
(2) Not later than 120 days after November 8, 2008, the Supreme Court shall identify by written order the causes 
described in paragraph (-I) in which the Supreme Court will retain appellate jurisdiction without tmnsfer to the court of 
appeal. Any cause described in paragraph ( 1 )  in which the Supreme Court does not retain appellate jurisdiction by written 
order shall be fransfemd to the cooit of appeal. 
(3) The Supreme Courf may in its discretion transfer to the court of appeal any other cause in which judgment of death 
has been pronounced that is pending in the Supieme Court as of November 8, 2008. 
(4) In any cause in which a judgment of deafh has been pronounced and which comes within the appellate jurlsdicfion 
of the Supreme Courf aRer November 8, 2008, the Supreme Court shall provide by written order within 120 dclys foliowlng 
fhe completion of briefing whefher the Supreme Courf will retain appellate jurisdiction over the cause, or whether the 
Supreme Courf will transfer the cause fo the courf of appeal. The Supreme Court may, in its discretion, transfer to the 
court of appeal any other cause pending in the Supreme Court in which judgment of death has been pronounced prlor to 
the completion of briefing in the Supreme Coud. 
(g) In order to prvduce a balanced allocation of causes in which judgment of death has been pronounced and to 
pmvenf undue delay in the appellate resolution of those causes, the Supreme Court may transfer those causes among 
fhe courts of appeal wifhouf reg8rd to the location of the superior court in which fhe judgment of death was pronounced. 
The transfer of such causes shall not be limited to courfs of appeal w#bin whose geographical jurisdiction the judgment of 
death was pronounced. 
(h) In all causes transferred by the Supreme Courf to the courts of appeal, including causes in which judgment of death 
has been pronounced, publication of the written opinion of the court of awed shall be determined by rules of court 
prescn'bed by the Judicial Council. 
SECTION 11. 
Sedibn 777 of the Evidence Code is amended to read: 
777. (a) Subject to subdivisions (b) through (19, the court may exclude from the courtroom any witness not at the 
time under examination so that the witness cannot hear the testimony of other witnesses. 
(b) A party to the action cannot be excluded under fhis section. 
(c) If a person other than a natural person is a party to the action, an officer or employee designated by its attorney is 
entitled to be present. 
(d) The court shell not exclude from any criminal proceeding, including, but not limited to, the penalty phase of a 
special circumsfances trial, a non-testiwing victim or immediate family member of a victim, except for good cause based 
upon unusual and extraordinery circumstances. No order excluding that person from the proceedings shall be made and 
entered except in compliance with the procedures of subdivision (g). 
(8) Affer a victim or an immediate family member of the victim has tesflfled in a criminal proceeding the coud shall lift the 
exclusion order excluding that person. That person shall thereefier be allowed to be present at all subsequent 
promedings where the defendant, the pmecutlng attorney, and the public em allowed to be present, 
(0 I t  foIlowjn~ the testimony of the victim or an Immediate fami& member of the victim, the defendant moves fhat the 
victim or immediate family rnember continue to be excluded fmm fhe proceeding, and the court determines that furfher 
testimony from fhat person is or might be sought by either party, the court shall immediately intemrpt the proceedings to 
allow that person to complete his or her feslimony, subject to cruss-examination. The victim or immediate family member 
shall therea8er be allowed to be prwaent at all subsequent proceedingsI even if that person is excused subject to mall. 
(gJ It once a victim or an immediate family member ofthe vicfim has completed his or her testimony, whether or not 
subject to recall, for any reason the corrrL seeks to exercise its inherent authority to ensure the orderly administration of 
justice by excluding the victim or en immediate family member of the victim from the proceeding, the couti shall conducf a 
hearing outside the presence of the juwm Any order themaffer entered excluding that person from the proceedings shaii 
be made in writing, on the record! and entered into the minutes of the court, and shal/ sfate the unusual and exhodnary  
circumstances that require exclusion of fhat person, and the reasons why no steps short of exclusion would be suficient 
to ensure the otdetiy administration of justice. The order shall be expeditiousiy delivered to the victim or to the immediate 
family member excluded. 
(h) A vicfim shall be allowed to request the mud's mnslderation of an ode6 i w e d  pursuant to this section, 
excluding the victim from criminal proceedings. 
SECTION 12. 
Section 12838 of the Government Code is emended to read: 
12838. (a) There is hereby created in atate government the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, to be headed 
by a secretary, who shall be appointed by the Governor, subject to Senate confirmatton, and shall serve at the pleasun of 
the Governor. The Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall consist of Adult 
Opemlions, Adult Programs, Juvenile Justice, the Carrectlons Standards Authority, the 
State Commission on Juvenile Justice, the Prison Industry Authority, and the Prison Industry Bmrd. 
(b) The Gwernor, upon recommendation of the secretary, may appoint two undersecretarisa of ths Deparbnent of 
Corrections and Rehabilitation, subject to Senate confirmation. The undersecretaries shall hold office at the plewure of 
the Governor. One undersecretary ahall oversee progmm support and the other undersecretary shall 
oversee program operations for the department. 
(c) The Governor, upon recommendation of the wretary, $hall appolnt three chief deputy secretar'ies, subject to Senate 
confirmation, who shall hold office at the pleasure of the Governor. One chief deputy secretary shalt oversee adult 
opratlons, one chief 
deputy secretary shall oversee adult programs, and one chief deputy secretary shall oversee juvenile justice for the 
department. 
(d) The Governor, upon recommendation of the secretary, shall appoint an assistant secretary, subject to Senate 
confirmation, who shall be responsible for health care policy for the depattment, and shall serve at the pleasure of the 
Governor. 
(a) The Governor, upon reoommendation of the secretary, shall appoint an Assistant Secretary for Victlrn and Survivor 
Rlghb and Services, and an Amistant Secretary for Correction~l Safety, who shall serve al the pleasure of the Governor. 
SECTION 13. 
Section 12838.4 of the Government Code is repealed, 
SECTION 14. 
Afllcle 15 (commencing with Sectlon f2840) is added to Chapter 1 of Part 2.5 d Divisjon 3 of Title 2 of the Government 
Code to read: 
Article f5. Deparlmenf of Parole, 
12840. (a) Them Is hereby cmated in sfate government the Department of P a m ,  to be heeded by a secretery, who 
shell be appointed by and sewe a f the pleasum of the Governor, end who shell not be subjecf to confirmation by the 
Senate, me Department of Parole shall be compn'88d by two separate agencies, the Board of Adult Parole Hearings, 
and the Board of Juvenile Parole. 
(b) The Governor, upon mcommendation of Ihe secretary, shall appoint fwo undersecretaries of the Department of 
Parole. The undersecmtaries shall hold oflee at the pleasure of the Governor and shall not be subject to confimafion by 
the Senate. One undersecretary shall oversee the Board of Adult Parole Hearings and the other undersecretary shall 
oversee the Board of Juvenile Pede.  
(c) The Board of Adult Parole Hearings shall be compn'sed of not less than twelve commissioners, who shall Be 
appointed by and =we at the pleasure dthe Governor, in consultation wilh the secretery and the undersecmtery ofthe 
Boad of Adult Parole Hearings, for three-year terns, and who shall no[ be subject to confirmation by the Senate. 
(dl ( I )  The Board of Adult Pa& Hearings hereby succeeds to, and is vested with, all the powers, dufles, 
msponsibdIties, obligations, liabilities, and jurisdiction of the fo/llowing entities, which shall no longer exist: Board of P risan 
Terms, Board of Parole Hearings, and the Newtic Addict Evaluation Authorlly. For purposes of this article, the above 
entities shall be known as "predecessor entities. " 
(2) Commencing with the effective date of this article, any reference in any code to fhe Board of Prison Temq the 
Board of Parole Headngs, or the Narcotic Addict Evalugtbn Aufhotfty shall be construsd to mkr fa the BoaM of Adult 
Parole Hearings. 
(e) Notwithstanding any otber pmv/siion of law, the Baerd d Adult Parole Headng~ or its successar in inkmsi sha1I be 
the parole autharily for all adult inmates in any faclljty under the jurisdiction of fhe Depadment of Comttons and 
Rebabllltafjon in the State of Calfomia, shall conduct pemie p m d i n g s  8s provided In Arficle 3 of Chepter 8 of Title 1 of 
Part 3 of the Penal Code, and shell be Independent d the supen/kion snd control of fhe Depattment of Corrections and 
Rehabilltation and the Board of Juvenlle Parde. 
(0 The Board of Juvenl/e Parole shall be comprised of not less than five commissioners, who shell be appointed by and 
seve at the pleasum of the Governor, in consultation .with fh8 secrefary and the undemecmtary of fhe Board of Juvenile 
Parde, for three-year terns, and who shall not be subject to confimatlon by the Senate. 
(g] (I) The Boerd of Juvenile Parde hemby succeeds to, and Is vested wifh, all the powers, duties, mspon~ib17~ies, 
obligatbns, IiabiIifles, and jutisdiction of the following entities which shall no longer exist' Youthful Offender Parole Board, 
the Dlwkdon of Juvenile Parole Operations, and the Juvenile Justlce Parole Baed. For purposes ofthis adicle, the above 
entflies shall be known as predecessor enffiies. " 
(2) Commencing wifh the effective date of this arffcle, any reference in any code to the Youth Authority Boad, the 
Youthful Offender Parole Board, the Division of Juvenile Pamle Operafions, or the Juvenile Justice Parole Board, shall be 
construed to refer to the Board of J u v ~ R ~ ~ %  Parole. 
(h) Notwithstanding any ofher provision of law, the Board of Juvenile Parole or its successor in interest shall be the 
pa& authon'ty for all wads in any fac#& under the jurisdiction of the Depatiment of Comcfions and Rehebilifafion, 
Division of Juvenile Facilities, end shall be independent of the supervision and mntrd of the Department of Corrections 
end Rehabilifation and the Board of Adult Pamle Hearfngs, 
(i) Tbe commissioners of the Boad of Adult Parole Heen'ngs and the commissioners of the Board of Juvenile Pamle 
shell be authorized to meet on any subject and for any purpose with the governor or his or her designee, and shell be 
aufhorhed to meet with each other for purposes of training and education, wifhouf beiw required to comply with the 
pmvisbns of Article B of Chapter I of Part 1 of Division 3,of Title 2. To enable the governor to make i n fmed 
determinations on mappointrnent of commissioners, the secretary shall annually provide to the governor a wriften @pod 
including individual and statistical information that shall include post-release criminal conduct ofjuvenlle and adult 
parolees and which shall be e publjc recordrd 
0) No elected or appointed public official shall aifempt to influence or interfere with any decision d the Board of Adult 
Perols Hearings or the Board of Juvenile Parule mgardinq the parole or the denial of parole of any inmate under the 
jurisdiction of the Board of Adult Parole Hearings or any ward under the jurisdiction of the Board of Juvenile Parole. 
(k) Nothing in this Section shall be construed to change or restrict the powers of the governor set forth In subdivision (bJ 
of Section 8 of Article V of the California Constitution regarding the parole of any person from any institution ar facility in 
the State of California. 
12840.1. (a) Any officer or employee of the predecessor entitles who is engaged in the performance of a function 
specified in this adicle and who is serving in the state 'civil service, other than as a, temporary employee, shall be 
transferred to the Department of Parole pursuent to the provisions of Section 19050.9. 
(b) Any ofticer or employee of the continuing entities who is engaged in the performence of a function specified in this 
aHicle and who is serving in the state civil setvice, other than as a temporary employee, shall continue such status with 
the continuing entity pursuant to the provisions of Section 19050.9. 
(c) The status, position, and righis of any officer or employee of the predecessor entities shall not be affected by fhe 
transfer and shall be retained by the person as an officer or employee of fhe Deparfrnent of  Parole, pursuant ta the State 
Civil Service Act (Part 2 (commencing with Section 18500) of Division 5 of Title 2 of the Government Code), except as to 
a position that is exempt from civil service. 
SECTION 15. 
Section 4453.1 is added to Chapter I of Part 2 of Division 4 of the Labor Code to read: 
4453.1, (a) It is the intent of the People of the Slate of California in enacting this Section to facilitate the rights of victims 
of crime as described in subdivision (a) of Section 679.025 of the Penal Code by enabling the sheriff to utilize sentenced 
inmates for environmental cleanup, fire control abatement, and any other public safefy or environmentally friendly work 
projects approved by the sheriff. This Section is enacted to enable the sbedfto alleviate jail overcrowding and the early 
release of sentenced inmafes of the county jai) and to make incarceration a meaningful deterrent by utilizing sentenced 
inmates for work projects described herein, without running afoul of laws regulating workers cornper c sot ion. 
(6) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for purposes of determining temporary disability benefits for any person 
entitfed to benefits under this division as a msult of an injury sustained by an inmate of any county jail, temporary jail, 
industrial farm, road camp, treatment facility, or city jail, or by an inmate assigned to a work release program under 
Section 4024.2 of the Penal Code, the average weekly earnings shall be taken at the minimum amount set forfh in Section 
4453 or the actual weekly wages tost due to disabitily resulting from the injury, whichever is less. 
SECTION 16. 
Section 679.02 of the Penal Code Is amended to read: 
879.02. (a) (1) It is the intent d tbe  People d the Stete of California in amending this section to provide a single statulory 
enactment which sfafes the statutory rights of victims of and witnesses oi to 
crimes ; .
(2) If any other sfat ute provides rights to victims of crimes that am intentionally or inadverfently not listed in this section, 
it is the intent of the People that the rights recognized in this section shall be in addition to the rights provided in any other 
section of this Code. If this section does not accurately or fully describe a right of victims of crimes as provided in another 
section of this Code, the description of the right in the other section shall be deemed to prevail. 
(6) The following are hereby recognized as the statutory rights of victims of crimes: 
(1) To be notified as soon as feasible that a court proceeding to which he or she has been subpoenaed as a witness will 
not proceed as scheduled, provided the prosecuting attorney determines that the witness' attendance is not required. 
(2) Upon request of the victim or a witness, to be informed by the prosecuting attorney of the final disposition of the case, 
as provided by Section 11 116.40, 
(3) For the victim, the victim's parents or guardian if the victim is a minor, or the next of kin of the victim if the victim has 
died, to be notified of all sentencing proceedings, including petitions or rsquests for sentence modification, and of the right 
to appear, to reasonably express his or her views, have those views presenred by audio or video or written means, at the 
discretion of the victim, as provided in Section I 1  91 .I 6, and to have the court consider his or her statements, as provided 
by Sections 1191.1 and 11 91.15. 
(4) For the victim, the victim's parents or guardian if the victim is a minor, or the next of kin of the victim if the victim has 
died, to be notified of all juvenile disposition hearings in which the alleged act would have been a felony if committed by 
an adult, and of the right to aftend and to express his or her views, as provided by Section 656.2 of the Welfare and 
Institutions Code. 
(5) Upon request by the victim or the next of kin of the victim if the victim has died, to be notified of any parole eligibility 
hearing and of the right to appear, either personally as provided by Section 3043 of this code, or by other means as 
provided by Sections 3043.2 and 3043.25 of this code, to reasonably express his or her views, and to have his or her 
statements considered, as provided by Section 304 1, 3041.5, 3043, 3043.2, 3043.4, 3043.6, and 3043.7, of this coda and 
by Section 1767 of the Weram and Instlfutions Code. 
(6) Upon request by the victlm or the next of kln of the vlctim if the crime was a homicide, to be notified of an inmate's 
placement In a reentry or work furlough program, notfied of an inmate's transfer to a new facilify or institution, ar notified 
of the Inmate's escape as provlded by Section 11 155. (7) To be notified that he or she m y  be entitled to witnese he8 
and mileage, as pravldsd by Section 1329.1. 
(8) For the vlctim, to mceke restitution for losses or injuries sufered hum persons convicted of or adjudicated to have 
committed cdm8 or offenses, to be provided with infomation, expedited process, and tools necesery to collect 
restitution, as provided in Section 1191.4, and to be provided with information concerning the victim's right to civil recovery 
and the oppartunlty to be compensated from the Restitution Fund pursuant to Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 
, 13859) of Part 4 of Dikion 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code and Section 1 194.2 of this code, 
(B) To the expeditious return of his or her property which has allegedly been stolen or embezzled, when it is no longer 
needed ae evidence, as provided by Chapter 12 (commencing with Section 1407) and Chapter 13 (commencing with 
Section 1417) of Tile 10 of Part 2. 
(1 0) To an expeditious disposition of the criminal action, and to an expditious resolution of post judgment proceedings, 
8s provided in Sections 1054.9 and 1474,5. 
(1 1) To be notified, if applicable, in accordance with Sections 679.03 and 3058.8 if the defendant is to be placed on 
parole. 
(12) To be ndified by the district attorney's offtce where the case invokes a violent felony, as defined in subdlviskn (c) of 
Section 667.5, or in the event of a homicide, the victim's next of kin, of a pending pretrial disposition before a change of 
plea is entered before a judge. 
(A) A victim of any felony may request lo be notified, by the district attorney's OHM, of a pretrial dlspodtian. 
(6) If it is not possible to notify Ihe victim of the pretrial disposition before the change of plea is entered, the distrlct 
attorney's office or the county probation department shall notify the victim as soon as possible. 
(C) The victim may be notified by any reasonable means available. 
(D) Nothing in this subdivision is intended to affect the right of the people and the defendant to an expeditious 
disposition as provided in Section 1050. 
(13) To be notified by the district attorney's omce in any case in which a plea agreement Is entemd into to enable the 
victim to have an opporfunity to speak to the sentencing couti prlar to judgment and sentence, 8s pmvided by Secflan 
1f92.51. . 
( f 4 )  To attend and be present at all court proceedings where the defendant, the pmsauting attorney, and the general 
public are entitled to be present, as provlded in Sect/on 1102.6 and Sechbn 777 of the Evidence Code. 
(75) To.be notified of and be given an opportunity to have input into the release of the defendant on bail or own 
recognizance, and to have hb or her safety and the safety of his or her immediate family given e prlmary mnsidenfion in 
the release of fhe defendant on bail or own recognizance, as provided in Sections 1270, 1270.1, 1272, 1272.1, 7274, 
1274.5, and 1275. 
(1  6) To have law enforcemen! authorities make reasonable efforts to see that persons who commit criminal acts are 
brought before the courts of this State, as pmvided in Section 1546. 
( f 7) To fhe enactment of stetute8 that pmmote 8nd encourage the m l t m e n f  and retention of high qualified etfomeys 
fo become comer crlmlnal pmsacutors, that mandate end facilfiate high kvels of training of these pmwubm, that 
promote high sfandads of p m u t o r i a i  ethics and sensitivity to the needs end rigAts of crime victims, and that ensure 
that the prosecutor b free from actual or apparent conflicts of interns1 in repmsenting the People of the Sfate of California 
in handling the pmecutlon of the accused, as pmvlded in Sectlons 879.023, 679.024, and 679.024. I .  
(18) To be nottied of the earliest mlease date, scheduled release date, or the actual mlease of the defendant from a 
sentence or commitment to at? instiiuflon in thb stet9 arising out of a criminal p w e d i n g ,  as provided in Section 1 192.52. 
( f g )  For the victim, to be notlfled by the district attorney's office of the right to request, upon a form provided by the 
district &tornsyls office, and receive P notlm pursuant to paragraph (201, if the defendant is convicted of any of f h ~  
fallowing offenses: 
{A) Assault with intent to oammit rape, sodomy, oral copulation, or any violation of Section 264.1, 288, or 289, in violation 
of Sectlon 220, 
(B) A violation of Section 207 or 209 committed with the intent to commit a violation of Section 261,262, 286, 288, 288a, 
or 289. 
(C) Rape, In violation of Section 261. 
(D) Oral copulation, in violation of Section 288a. 
(E) Sodomy, in violation of Section 286, 
(F) A vblation of Section 288. 
(G) A violation of Section 289. 
W (20) When a victim has requested notification pursuant to paragraph +#+ (191, the sheriff shall inform the victim 
that the person who was convicted of the offense has been ordered to be placed on probation, and give the victim notice 
of the proposed date upon which the person will be released from the custody of the sheriff. 
(2 1) To be protected from exploitation by public offcials of thelr persons, their femilies, and the facts surrounding their 
cases, as provided in Section 679.02 1. 
(22) To be informed of the rights of crime victims enumerated in the California Constitution and in the statutes of this 
State, as provided in Section 679.028. 
(c) Unless explicitly stated to the contrary, the term " v i c t im~s  used in any provision of this Code shall have the same 
meaning as provided in paragraph (6) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the California Constitution. 
(d) ( I )  The terms "loss" and "injury" 8s used in any provision of this Code relating to restitution to a victim of crime shall 
be bmadly construed to include any economic kss, including, bui not Iimiied to, medical, dental, psychidtric, and 
chiropractic expenses, repairs to real propedy, repl~cement of or repairs to personal property, insurance deductibles, lost 
weges, and any other loss as defined in any other provision of ibis Code. The terms 'loss" and "injuw" shat! not be 
constmd to include pain end suffering. 
(2) In the case of a homicide or other criminal act causing the death of a victim, the probation officer shall notify the 
next of kin, administrator of the esfate, or any immediate family member of the victim, of the right to seek restitution for the 
estate of the decedent. In addition to any economic loss described in paragraph (I), the court shall award restitution for 
lost wages of the decedent calculated from actuarial fables and a reasonable judicial calculation of the expected annual 
income of the decedent over the period of the life expect~ncy of the decedent. Restitufion, as determined by the court, 
shaif be ordered in favor of the decedenf's estate. (dJ The rights set forth in subdivision @ij (6)shall be set forth in the information and educational materials prepared 
pursuant to Section 13897.1. The information and educational materials shall be 
distributed to local law enforcement agencies and local victims' programs by the Victims' Legal Resource Center 
established pursuant to Chapter 1 i (commencing with Section 138971 of Title 6 of Part 4. 
(ej (e) Local law enforcement agencies shall make available copies of the materials described in subdivision 0 (d) to 
victims and witnesses. 
SECTION 17. 
Section 679.021 is added to Title 17 of Part 1 of the Penal Code to read: 
679.021. (a) If is the inlent offhe People of the State of Calitbmia in enacting this Section to preserve ~ n d  protect the 
rights of victims of crime and their familles enumerated in paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Article I of the 
California Constitution and subparagraph (A) of pa ragrap h (7) of subdivision (b) of Sectlon 28 of Article I of the California 
Constitution, to be treated with respect fortheir dignify and prfvacy and to be free from exploitation and abuse at any time 
durlng or following the conclusion of the criminal process. 
(b) ( I)  No person wt~ile seeking public office or while sewing in a public office may exploit a victim of crime, any member 
of the family of a victim of crime, or the facts and circumstances surrounding the crime and its prosecution, for the 
purpose of election or appointment to public office, without the prior, express consent of the victim or the family of the 
victim. 
(2) No person while seeking public o&e or while sewing in a public ofice may post in any campaign publication the 
name, image, or voice of any victim of crime, or of any member ofthe family of any victim of crime, witAouf the prior, 
express consent of fha t person. 
(A) A publication includes, but is not limited to, any wrifing, electronic website, and any television, redio, public 
statement, or other media communication. 
(&The prohibition of this paragraph applies to publications issued by e person in his or her official cepacify, pnitate 
capecity, or as a candidate for public office, and it applies to publications issued by another person at his or her direction 
or with his or her consent. 
(3) The name, image, or electronic recording of a victim of crime or any member of the family of a crime victim shall be 
removed from a publication as defined herein wifbin forty-eight after receipt of the request for removal from the crime 
victim or a member of his or her family. 
(4) The right to request removal as specified in paragraph (3) shall be held by a juvenile victim of crime and also by the 
custodi8I parent or guardian of the juvenile. 
(5) The right to request removal as specified in paragraph (3) shall be held by the spouse, parents, children, or any 
other next of kin of e homicide victim. 
(c) Nothing In this Section shall be construed to abridge the right of freedom of speech as protected by the First 
Amendment of the United States Constiiulion. Should the courts construe the First Amendment of the United States to 
permit the publication of matter prohibited by paragraph (2) of subdivision (b), the victim, a member of the family of the ' , 
victim, or other person designated in paragraphs (4) and (5) of subdivision (b) shall have fhe right to be provided with 
equal time or space in the publication, at no expense to such person. 
(d) Consent to pubkafion of any matter described in paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) shall be obtained in writing, shall 
be slgned and dated by fhe person granting consent, and the written documenf of consent shall Be maintained and 
considered 8 public record within the meanlng of the California Public Records Act, Government Code section 6250 et 
seq. The wWen document of consent shall contain a description of any compensation paid or granted in return for the 
consent or the publication of any matfer described in paragraph (2) of subdivision (b). 
(%) As used in this Section, a public officiial is defined as any elecled or appointed government official, 8ny person who is 
e candidete forpditical office, or any person who is seeking appointment to a political office. A public official shall 
include, but is not limited to, statewide officers, members of the State Legislature, membem of the County Board of 
Supervisors, County sheriffs, district attorneys, and city attorneys. (19 Not withstanding any other provision of iew granting immunity to a public official for his or her official acts, a public 
official who fails to remove published conlent as defined in this Secfion when requested to do so as provided herein, or 
who fails to provide equal time or space as provided herein, shall be subject to a cwil action for damages. 
(g) Except as provided in subdivision (0, nothing in this Section shall be construed to create or authorize additional civil 
liability for conduct prohibited pursuant to subdivision (b). 
SECTION 18. 
Section 679,022 is added to Tile 17 of Part 1 of the Penal Code to read: 
679.022. (a) If is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this Section to preserve and protect the 
tights of victims of crime and their families enumerated in paragraph (5) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Article I ofthe 
California Constitution, and subparagraph (F) of paragraph (1) of subdivision (6) of Section 28 of Article l of the California 
Constitution, to be informed about and to appropriately pahcipafe inludicial proceedings against their wrongdoers and to 
be informed of and to hove opportunity to provide input into decisions of the pmsecufing attarney concerning the filing of 
criminal charges against the accused. 
(bJ A victim of a crime shall, upon request, have the right to meet wlth a crimlnal prosecutor regarding fhe filing of 
charges arising out of the case involving fhe victim. The defective assigned to investigate the case, or the filing officer of 
the investigafing agency, shall, upon mquesf, notify the victim of the filing decision no later than seventy two hours 
following fhat filing decision. If the prosecutor has declined to file charges, the victim in that case shall be infarmed of his 
or her right to mee! wifh and be heard by the prosecutor who actually made the decision to decline to file charges, and to 
request a reconsideration by fhat prosecutor or of the ofnce of fhat prosecutor of the fillng decision. in every case 
involving an alleged Iiomlcide or alleged sexual abuse of a minor in which a criminal prosecutor declines to file charges, 
the elected or appointed disfricf attorney shall make good faith, reasonable efforfs to meet with the next ofkin of the 
decedent, or the parents or guardians of the child, if requested to do so by the next of kin, parents, or guardians. 
SECTION 19. 
Sectlon 679.023 is added to Title 17 of Part 1 of the Penal Code to read: 
673.023. (a) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this Section to preserve and protect the 
right of victims of crime and their families enumerated in subparagraph (E) of paragraph ( I )  of subdivision (bJ of Section 
28 of ArticIe I of the C~lifomia Constitution, to the enactment of statutes that ensum thet the prosecutor is free from actual 
conflicts of interest and fhe appearance of conflicts of interest in representing the People of fhe State of California in 
handling the prasecution of the accused. (bJ No criminelpmsecutor, including an elected or appointed disfrict attorney or city attorney, may knowingly receive or 
solicit a gift, donation, campaign contribution, sewice, use of real or personal properly, or any other thing or service of 
value, from any criminal defendant, criminal defense sffomey, or the immediate femily, employees, or business partners 
of a criminal defendant or criminal defense attorney, during the time that the criminal defendant or [he criminal defense 
attorney is lifigating a cdminal prosecution filed by the office of fhat criminal prosecutor, This provision shall be construed 
to prohibit the personal receipt or solicifation of items listed herein, direct or indirect solicitation efforts on behalf of another 
person or oganizafion, and the so/icitation or receipt of a promise of future rece$t of items listed herein. Conduct 
pmhibited by this Section may be prosecuted as a criminal offense as provided in tbls Code. 
(c) Should the courts construe the First Amendment of the United States to pennit the conduci that is prohibited by this 
Section, a criminal prosecutor described In subdivision (b) shall include in any campaign publicafion, as described in 
paragraph 2 of subdivision (6) of Section 6 79.02 1, a disclaimer printed or spoken in equally prominent language, stating 
that the candidacy of the criminal prosecutor is "supporfed and funded by criminal defense attorneys and/or criminal 
defendants. " 
Section 679.024 is added Title 17 of Part 1 of the Penal Code to read: 
679.024. (8) If is the intent of the People of the Slate of California in enacting this Section to facilitate and support the 
right of victims of crime specrfied in subparagraph (E) of paragraph (I) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the 
California Constitution, to the enactment of legislation that promotes and encourages the recmitmenf and retention of 
highly qualified eftomeys to become career criminal prosecutors, that mandates and facilitates high levels of training of 
these prosecutors, and that promotes high standards of prosecutorial ethics and sensitivity to the needs and rights of 
crime victims in mpmsenting the People of the State of California in handling the pmsecufion of fhe accused. 
(b) Notwithstanding any ofher provision of law, every county and every Office of the district attorney located therein, 
shall adhere to the following standards for deputy and essisfant criminal prosecutors appointed pursuant to Section 24 701 
of the Government Code; 
( I )  (A) Elected and appointed district attorneys and their assistants and deputies, h e r e a h  described as "criminal 
prosecutors," shall, during each two-year period, as a requirement of continued employment, complete eight hours of 
continuing legal education provided by a "prosecutors college," as defined in subparagmph (CJ. Four hours of this 
training shall be devoted to "Nihng Training, * training that focuses upon the important subject of pmecutorial ethics in 
prosecufing criminal cases. Four hours of this training shall be devoted to training on the rights of crime victims in 
criminal prosecutions set forth in the "Victims Bil! of Rights" enacted in 1982 by Pmposition 8 and amended by the 
'Victims Rights Act of 2008 - Mamy's Law," and sensitivity training that focuses on crime victims in crlminal prosecutions, 
and sensitivity training that focuses on the relationship between the prosecutor and the crime victim in a criminal 
prosecution. 
(B) Each county shall provide to its criminal prosecutors the opportunity to obtain and provlde continuing legal 
education specific~1Iy geared to pmecufors and designed to ptvvide uniform statewide training. Each county shd 
provide or offer to, or allow if requesfed, its criminal prosecutors no less than 16 hours of paid time away from work, or 
cornpensatdry time if completed an weekends, to aftend or to teach at continuing legal education courses offered at a 
*prosecutors college. " Each county shall provide to its crimlnal prosecutors reasonable and adequate time during 
working hours or masonable and adequate compensatory time for study by its criminal prosecutors during non-working 
hours, to adequately study For pmmotional examinations, and to complete the continuing legal education described in this 
paragraph. 
(C) For purposes of this section a "pmsecutors co/Iegeu is defined as educational courses offered by any statewide 
organkation of crlminal prosecutors of which at least eighty per cent of the elected and appointed district attorneys in 
California are members or have been members over a prlor hyo-year period, which are authorized providers of mandatory 
continuing legal education (MCLEJ cediffed by the State Bar of Celifomia, and which are nonprofit organizations under 
paragraph (6) of subdivision (c) of Section 501 of the Infernal Revenue Code. 
(Dl 7he required continuing legal education described in subpamgmph (A) shall be effective January 7, 201 0. Prior to 
January 1, 2010, criminal pmsecufors may comply with the mandated continuing legal education described in 
subparagraph (A) by an on-line, video, or wniYen self study course developed by the prusecutors cdfege a fee not to 
exceed thet charged for in-person aftendance. (€1 In the event that there is no qualified provider capable and willing to provide the mandated efhics and victims rights 
fraining required by subparegraphs (A) or (8). the Attorney General shall ensure that the continuing legal education is 
provided. The means by which the Attorney General shall meet this mandate shall be within the discretion of the 
Attorney Generel, 
(2) Each county shall pay a yearly membership fee on behalf of each criminal prosecutor it employs to one provider of 
continuing legal education as described in subparagraph (C) of paragraph (1). This membership fee shall not exceed 
twenfy-five percent of the yearly dues paid by attorneys lo the State Bar of Cglifomia to practice law in California. 
(3) Eech county shall provide to its criminal prosecutors upon their request, through collective bargaining or othenuise, 
healfh insurance plans of the Public Employees Medical and Hospital Care Act (PEMHCA) offered by CalPERS and shall 
psy the m e  permnbgs of th pmmlum of such pkrna th4t the odun!y paid W nmPEMHCA hsmhh in8urencs for its crimina/pmwufbm aa d knuaw I, 2007. B In the Initblflar oi trenslbr to PEMHCA hsblfh In~uanae plans tb zwst 
ofthe county'& suhIdy af PElWHCA hwh inwram plan premlume axcl~sb the mt of the munw'e wme percsntage 
aubsArly af nwl=PEMHCA hw/th inaurencs plan pmmlums, fie pemnlage MWle prrrmlum paid by t h ~  pedkIpatllng 
pmcutw shell be a q u e d  aa haf no eddihnsl mst Is hcumd by the county, aend the BdJU8ted pemntege shplli be 
edopted BB m fiew county cvnfrlbutian & th btm ofthe mmmge, 
(4) In any munty that he8 esteblIsh8d en of the public dnfsnhr or its equlml~nt, or an obfnde d t h  munty oounsel 
or its equivuknt, deputy and ~ ~ I c r t & n t  crlminel p i ~ ~ u l w  shal/ h l i w  8elurfes end benem, IndudIng a m t m n t  plan, 
the t am not less then the =law and baneffl.8 paid, and p ~ m o t h n s  ta higher gmdm In cnmpemble p w n  and gt 
m p a m k  mfw, to Wwtv md m&t8nt pUbk defendem 8r)d dew& and ~~Slstent county counsel of campambls 
fl08liiMI and pwrs ofmwke In ihe county, exxcpf that 
(A) Any smploymenf Mfiefft Mat may be 4 granbd 8s a amup benefit to p m u t o r s  md other cbon& alfamay ~ T C ) U ~ ,  
may be granted a8 e benefit b cdmind proaseut~rs a8 a Beparate and indlrldual cia= bene#?, notwlthstandi~~g any otner 
pmvi$kw of kw, 
(B) Ctimnal p f U 8 8 U ~ h  em deemed tb b h a clam kmwn 7aw enhemmt  oflci~ls" and may pe&/pate In 
ealktIw bsg~Inlng dth law enhmment wanlxetlons, IncludIlng peace oh@, snd ahrrll be allawed to join ahi 
membem in or ea aCKY&tad members of any such kcul or s t a w e  brrgalnlng gmup br unbs wbw In #e d h H o n  
mas lo srccbpt crfm/nalpmutom as members or srnIleks. 
(5) Nobhh~tandlng the exeluslan of attorneys snd phy61CIans from the Fedeel Fair Labor Sta~dards Acf (FLSA) or any 
other prow&# of law, unlem defified by thslr employ~r and treated as pmrnlonel mladed ampropwm, crlmlnal 
pros8cutm shall be mHed he same ptmhmtbn8 of M nrks and rnulafbm of the Ftrtr L C I ~  $tendam Aot ers 
appIied to employee group& who a n  pmfecM by the nrle8 #nd reguIItlbns alfhs Falr Labm Randads Act, 
(A) Regsrdle~ d whether claasllbd 8s ml~rlad employees or nan saleM employees, 11n 8ddMon kr, FLSA pmtect&fis 
dss~rib6d in thh pamgmph, any crlmlnsl pawcutor p~rtIcipaHng fn a dcrlmlnal jury t&I shall r e ~ ~ i w ,  s mh/mum 
pmumptiwa three h u m  af compenaatary Hm9 br sech day d lhst I f a r t  InClLldIrlg jury selecilan. but e x d u d i n g ) ~ ~  
cWbtwutlon timd, end s mlnknom pmumptivs one hour per day dmmpenmtcuy tkm ibr each tull day asslgnsd fa 
&of pmiImImr), examlnatbna, whsMr th #pent pmpfinlng br Mal or pmIhlnery exmlntrtfona wss In the o h ,  st 
h m ,  w at eoms other locethn. A crrinlnal pmwutar  asdgnM tb woH h s coutfmm with reguhr W n g  hours shall 
&we mmpn~etary tlme Ibr bttual houn bowdrne worked in mutt beyond h o'clock I f i  the altsmm. 
(0) Criminel p m s c u h  enall ba p e t r n h d  ta submit w&n dmumenhtlan d actubl h w m  W e d  end campenmtory 
hours mqudsted b Ma/, prdimlnsty examination, or &r n m a l  mud hours woksd. Such wdtbn doeurhent~ttbn by e 
pms8cutdr putwent lo ihls &&&n shad amntely document Ihe rrehrd hwm worked, whsther or not p ~ u W l & z e d  or 
preqymmd, &hell Indud8 Ma number of h e m  rsqu88ted 8s cbmpen@etwy houm, end $hall be mehrrslneti 8s a 
persannd by his or hdr Mke. IVo managerial pdky or a&n ahall w k  to abridge the provlskms of lh/s 
pamgmph ar to dh~uuede pmufb l?P  iMm workk,g the b u m  nwsssry t6 8degu~tsIy prepam W tdd or prslirninety 
examinaflons or from attending a b r  hours mud pweddingS, horn submittiog sceumte wrltten docurnent~tian of actual 
the  w&d, w Rom msklng a6mperl~W as pmvfded hamirk 
(cj {f) me p r a v k h u  dtnb Setrfian &all alsb apply to deputy and eWslan4 NmInel pmawtors h h d  by swy aity 
end the o ? W  d t h b  dy, s m e y  lb~dlbd therein, 0 t h ~  attorneys emplopd by a d y  or county who handle orlmlnal 
mattem, and fhelr empbyers, 
(2) The pmvlaions of thjs $ectlon shall also 8pprV to all deputy altwneys genere1 emplbysd by the Ste$ of CaICfornl~, 
end who h a m  fhs progecutlan of ctfmingl m$es at He trJgl and appellate lewi and #/ahad sbfe and i b @ l  habeas 
aarpus iwathm. U n h  athenvlss spsclkatly pmvlded In b?Es SectJan, all clbl@atlans Impmd upon counhs wlfn 
mpd la their crlmlnel prosec&r~ shall elso ba Impxed on the Sbk d Cal!ffXOb wlth mpetrt ta deputy &hmeys 
geneml, FW the pupam of paragmph (4) ofdubdMskin (b), relevent mrnperable sntbs shall Include, but shall ndt be 
Iimlted to, the Sbh Public Debn&fs dmm and the Habess Carpus R e a m  Center. (d) The pmbbt~s bFth!$ Secblan &all not be canstrued ta dlmlnlsh urpetmif a nrductlon In cumnt salary and bendfits 
or mndi&ns of t?l??plbyMefl! to leuel8 Mat are less than the minimum H0nda!d6 set M ~ V I  hewin. 
SECTION 26.4. 
679.024.1. (a) (1) I f  Is the intent of the P eopie of the State of Califomla In enacflng this Section to facilitate and 
support the rlght of victims of crime specifled in subpamgmph (E) of pemgmph ( I )  ofsubdivislon (bJ of Section 28 of 
Arflcle I of the California Constitution, to fhe enactment dlegIs1ation fAat promotes and encourages fhe mmitmenf and 
retenfion of highly qualified attorneys to become career criminal prosecutors, that mandates and facilitates high levels of 
training of these pmsecuiors, and that promotes hlgh standads of pmecuforial ethlcs and sensifivify to the needs and 
rlghfs of crime victims in mpmsenting the People of the State of California in hand//ng the prosecution of the accused. 
(2) In enacting this Section the People of the Sfate of California hereby ratify the flndIrtgs of the Legislature in Assembly 
Blll2023 [Stafs. 2002. ch. 11521 that the safety and welfare of the people of California require that Celifomia's steb and 
local prosecutors be included in the safety retitement system in order to ensum that the highest qualify of attorneys be 
ettracfed to, and mtained In, these positions of public service, end in order fo ensure that the administtation ofjustice in 
the Caiifomie criminal jusllce system is of the highest caliber and integn'fy. 
(b) If) Notwithstanding any other pmvlsion of law, every local prosecutor, as defined in Section 20423.6 of the 
Government Code, shall be provided the benefit fomul8 set forth in Sections 2 M62, 2 1363, or 2 13631 of the 
Government Code, as epplicable. No majority vote of the governing board of the contracting agency shall be requirud, 
nor shall the confrecfing agency be mquired to include local public defendem or local public defender investigators, in 
order to comply with the provisions of this paragraph. 
(2) Nohuithstading any other provision of law, every local pmsecutor, as defined in Section 3f469.2 of the Govemment 
Code, shall be provided the benefit formula set forth in Sections 31 664 or 3f664.2 of the Government Code, as 
applEceble. No majority vote of the board ofsupe~yisors hall be required, nor shall the mniy be q u i m d  to include 
local public defenders or Iocal public defender investigators, in order to comply with the provisions of this paragraph, 
(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, every local prosecutor, as defined in Section 453 1 1 of the Government 
Code, shall be accorded those pension benems accorded to safety members under the mttmment system of the city. No 
majority vote of the cify council or board of  supervisors shall be requid ,  nor shall the city be required to Include local 
public defenders or local public defender investigators, in order to comply wlfh the provisions of this paragraph. 
(4) Notwrihsianding any other provision of law, every local pmectltor; as defined in Section 532 17.8 of the Government 
Code, shall be accorded those pension benefifs accorded to safety members of the applicable county shnW"s department 
or the applicable police or fire department of the public agency. No rndority vote of the city council or board of 
supervisors shall be required, nor shall the city or clty and county be required fo include local public defenders or local 
public defender investigators, in order to comply wifh the provisions of this paragraph. 
(5) Notwithstanding any other pavision of law, every state prrrsecutbr, as defined in Section 20401.5 of the 
Govemment Code, shall be provided the benefit formula set forth in Section 213d9.1 of the Government Code. No 
decision by the stafe employ4r electing to be subject to Secihn 20401.5 of the Govemment Code shall be quired, nor 
shall the state employer bs required to Include state public dehndem, in ordgr to comply with the provisions of this 
paregmph. 
(c) The pmvIsions of this Section shall apply only to a local pmsecutor or stale pmecutor described in subdivision (b) 
who meets all of the following requiremenfs: 
( f )  The local or state prosecutor has performed not l ~ s s  than fwenty-five aclud full-time years of sewh, and/or their 
pad-time equivalent, as a California local or state prosecuior; 
(2) The local w state prosecutor has pedormed nof iess than 8 actusl full-time years of sewice, or their part-time 
equkalent, 8s a C~lh rn la  Imal or sfate prosecutor fallowing the effective dale of this Sectlon; and 
(3) The local or st& pmecutor has canttlbuted to his or her applIcabIe safely retimment plan as a local or stet8 
pmswufor for not less than 8 actual yearn, or thelr part-lime equivalent, prior to his or her mfimmnf. (dJ A local or state prosecutor may purchaee up to 5 years of the requirement set forlh in pamgreph (3) of subdivision 
(c) by paying for those years the mme contrjbutiun rate as ofhewise reguimd for the local or state pmsecutor's 
contributions fo his or her safety mtirement plan. 
(8) Nohyithstanding any other pmvlsion of this section, wifhin 90 days afler this section becomes operative, or on the 
first day d the  calendar monfh following his or her enfmnce into service, whichever b later, any local or sfate pmecutor 
may file a writfen election not to become subject to the pension benefits described in subdivision (b). 
SECTION 21. 
Section 679,025 is added to Title t 7 of Article 1 of the Penal Code to read: 
6 79.025. (a) It Is the intent of the People of the Siafe of California in enacting this Section to present@ and advance the 
rights of victims of ctime specified In paragraphs (3) and (6) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Article I of the California 
Constitution to expect that that the Legislature, and other governing bodies that am responsible for ensuring thaf public 
safety budgets, provide sufficient resources to house in any state prison, county jail, or other state or Iocal correctionel or 
rehabilitetion laciliiy, aal persons sentenced to those institutions or otherwise judicially mmpelled to abide by limitations on 
their freedoms as punishment for criminal activity, so th'hat sentences imposed upon criminal wrongdoers will not be 
thwarted by the premature release of these wrongdoers caused by inadequate physical or personnel capacity to 
incareemte them. 
(b) In any county in which the overcrowding of inmates in the county jad has meched crisis levels as defined in Section 
4004.6, the provisions of that Section shall become operable. 
(c) In order to address the pmbIems of overcrowding and congesfed conditions in the criminal justice system and to 
diminish their impact on the rights of crime victims, a pilot prvgrem, wifh implementation provisions, shall be established 
pursuant to Section 4004.7 to assess the applications of technology to overcrowding in the criminal jusiice system, 
including county jeils and courfhouses, caused by inefficient use of resources and application of technology and the failure 
of the Legislature end other governing bodies that are responsible for ensuring sufficient funding forpublic safety budgets, 
to provide sufficient resourns to relieve these ovenmwded and congested conditions. 
SECTION 22. 
Section 679.026 is added to file 17 of Part I of the Penal Code to read: 
679.026. (a) I t  is the intenf of the People of the State of California in enacting this Section to implement the dght of victims 
of crime esfablished in subparagraph (T) of paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the California 
Consfifution to be informed of  the rights of crime victims enumerated in the Constitution and in the statutes of fhis state. 
(b) Every victim of crime has the tight fa receive without cost or charge a list of the rights of victims of crime recognized 
in Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution, and in the provisions of this Code, including, but not limited to, 
Section 679.02. These rights shall be known as "Mamy Rights. * 
(c) ( f )  Every law enforcement agency invesfigating a criminal act and every agency prosecuting a criminal act shall, as 
provided herein, at the time of initial contact with a crime victim, during a follow-up investigation, or as soon fhemafier as 
deemed appropriate by investigating officers or prosecuting attorneys, pmvide or make available to each victim of that 
criminal act without charge or cost a "Marsy Rights" card described in paragraphs (2) or (3). 
(2) The Attorney General shall design and make available in "pdf' or other imaging form! to every agency listed in 
paragraph ( I )  a 'Mamy Rightsw card, whjch shall contain the righis of crime vicfims described in subdivision (b), 
infomation on the means by which a crime victim can access on-line information regarding these rights, and a toll-free 
telephone number to enable a crime victim to contact a local victim's assistance office. 
(3) Every law enfomement agency which investigates criminal activib shaQ if provided without cost to the Bgency by 
any otgsnization classified as a nonprofit organhation under paragraph (3) of subdivision (c) of Section 50 i of the Internal 
Revenue Code, make available and provide to every crime victim a "Vlctims Survival and Resource Guidon pamphlet 
and/or video that has been approved by the Attorney General. The "Victims Survival end Resouae Guide" and video 
shall include an approved 'Marsy Rights" card, B list of government agencies, non-profif victim's rights groups, support 
groups, and local resources that assist crime victims, and any other information which the A ffomey General determines 
might be helpful to victims of crime. 
(4) Any agency described in paragreph (I) may in its discretion design and distribute fo each victim of a criminal act its 
own Victims Suwival and Resource Guide end video, the contents of which have been approved by the Attorney General, 
in additlon to or in /leu of the materials described in paragraph (3). 
SECTION 23. 
Section 1054.9 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1 054.9. Except as provided in Section 14 74.5, no court shall order disclosure of any materials and information described 
t t  
4 . .  
SECTION 24. 
Section 1191.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read; 
1191.1. (a) The victim of any crime, or the parents or guardians ofthe victim if the victim is a minor, orlhe ned d'kin of 
the victim if the victim has died, have the right to attend all sentencing proceedings under this chapter, including 
prnceedings in which the sentence of the defendant might be modified, and shall be given adequate notlce by the 
probation officer of all sentencing proceedings wncernin~ the person who committed the crime. 
(b) The victim, or up to two of the victim's parents or guardians if the victim is a minor, or the next of kin of the victim if 
the victim has died, have the rigM to appear, personally or by counsel, at the sentencing proceeding and to reasonably 
express his, her, or their views concerning the crime, the person responsible, the need forpunishment and deterrence, 
and the need for restitution. These persons shall be ohen fie right to speak fitst at the sentencing proceedings. /fafly 
sfatements w evidence is presented by the defendant, the vktim and the other persons named In subdbision (a) shall 
also be given lfie right to speak last at the sentencing proceedings. 
(c) The court in imposing sentence shall consider the statements of victlms, parents or guardians, and next of kin made 
pursuant to this section and shall state on the record its oancluston concerning whether the person would pose a threat to 
public safety if granted probation. 
SECTION 25. 
SectIan 1191.4 Is added to chapter 1 of Tltle 8 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read: 
1 1 81.4. (a) The People of the State of Celhmia flnd and declare that 
allhough numerous statutes have been enacted since 1982 in an emrt to implement subdlviaion (b) of Section 28 of 
Article 1 of the California Constitution, those measures have failed to pmvide victims of criminal activify with the tools 
nwssary f o  c0IIecf restjtution fmm persons convicted of or adjudicated to have committed the crimes or oflenses for the 
lmses sumred by these victims. It Is the intent of the People in enecting fhls section to provide vicfims of criminal activity 
wlth t h e  necessery his. 
(6) (1) At the time of the entry of any ordsr of rastituClon in 8 cninhel orjuvenile proceeding pursuenf to Section f202.4, 
Section 730.6 of the Welhm and institutions Code, or any ofher pmvision of law, the court shall require the person who 
has been cocvjcfed of n cnine in which then Is a potential claim for mstitution, or who has been orded  to make 
restltutlon, to tornptete and sign under penalty of pejury a form that provides at leasf fhe follow in^ infomation: (1) his or 
her full legal name and the full legal name of his or her spouse, (2) all aliases used during the preceding five years, (3) 
place and date of bidl?, (4) his or her m i e l  secunty account number and the social secudy account number of his or her 
spouse, (5) hls or her drivers license ancUor California identification numbers and the dtivers license or California 
identifimton numbers of his or her spouse, (6) immigration cerd number, if the person is not a United States citizen, (7) 
passport number, (8) the address or location of all real properfy owned by him or her or by his or her spouse, (9) the 
vehicle license numbers andor VIN numbers of all vehicles owned or registered in his or her name ot the name of his or 
her spouse, (IO) the account numbers of all accounts held individually orjointly in financia/ institutions, ( I  I )  the names 
and addresses of all employers during the preceding five years, (12) the names and addresses of all union memberships, 
(13) the names and eccount numbers of all life insurance policies of which the person is a beneficiary, and the name, 
Business license number, or other identifying number of any business or partnership in which he or she has a legal 
interest . The tout? may In its discretion mqulre the person to provide additional infom~tion the court determines mlgh t 
be useful in facilltatlng collection of the restitution odered. 
(2) The odginal Ibrm described in paragraph ( I ]  shall be filsd wlth the clerk of the court, but, except as pmvMed in 
pamgmph (3), shall not be deemed to be a pubilc m r d .  
(3) A copy of the tbrm descdbed In pamgmph (1) shall be prwlded to the offJce of fhe prosecuting altomey, who shall 
retain the copy as a permenenf record, end to any victim to whom the person has been ordemd to make restitution. 
(4) At 8ny time following the entry of an order dmstitutlan as described in pamgmph (I), the crime vlciim shall be 
entitled to conduct in the manner otherwise authodzed by law an order of examination of the person owered to make 
mstitut0n. 
(cJ Notwifhsfandlng any other provision of law, J monetary payments, monies, and pmperfy collected by the coud or 
by the probation department, or held by the amUw agency, from any person who has been ordered to make restitution 
pursuant to Section f202.4, Section 730.6 of the Welf~w and lnstitukns Code, or any otherpmvision of taw, shall be first 
applled to pay the amounts ordemd by the mutt as restitution to the victim. (4 Notwithstandihg any ofherpmvision of law, no court, probalian office( or otherpublic employee or o~cershail 
reduce the amount rate or frequency of e courtsra'ered regularly scheduled mstitution payment, unless the court first 
enters a findfng that based on the face of a written motion to mod@ the resfitution amount or payment schedule them is a 
dear justhation for duc ing  restitution payments. me court s h d  hear a motion to modify the restitution amount or 
payment schedule only upon proof that the pmecutin~ attorney and the crime victim have been @en at least thirty days 
actual notice of the motion. 
(e) ( I )  Notwithstanding fhe entry of a court-odered payment schedule, or a judicial finding of hardship lo the 
defendant, a crime victim may retain the services of a private debt collector at any time to satisfy an order of restitution 
arising fmm a conviction in a criminal case utilizing lawful debt collection mechanisms applicable to saflssfylng a civil 
judgment, 
(2) If restitution lo the crime victim has not been paid in full at the end of three years following the initial entry of the 
order of resMution, tthe balance of the unpaid resMEon, including a ten percent annual interest charge, shall by operation 
of law without fudher action by the court or any party be subject to a thidy percent surcharge to pay for the costs of piivate 
debt collection, lfth W m  or the next of kin ofthe victim have ~!a ined  the services of a phate licensed debt collection 
agency, that agency or the victim shall deiker fo the court a sbned copy of the debt collection contrect aulhorfzIng 
collection of the balance of restitution, interest, and surcharge, ~ n d  shall be provjded with an order authorlfing the 
collection of such sums by all legal means. AM funds recovered by the private debt cd/mt!on agency, including the fhltty 
percent surchaqe to be paid the debt collector on a pro-mta basls, shall be delivered to the court or pmbafion olricer and 
disbursed as ordered by the court to the cn'me vkfim and debt coliectkn agency through the pmhfion aflcer or the court. 
No private debt collector may charge a crime victim any fee or charge for expenses other than the fhirfy percent surch~rge 
described herein. 
(3) 73e]urisdkflon d the cwrf over restifutlon as provided hemin shall extend beyond the termination of probation, fhe 
Impos&on of a sentem to the state prison, the femrina!lon of pamle, and any other event or circumstence whkh might 
otherwise terminate the jurisdiction of !he court over fhe case or the defendant, until reslihtion, interest penalties, and 
surcharges have been paid or collected in full. 
(0 ~oiwlthsfandhg any ofherpmvlslon of law, 1 
'mtitution ~u&ant to ~ebion 7202.4, Sectlon 730.6 of the weifere and lnstitutlans Code, or any other r~rovision of iiw; 
who has failed to pay in full the restitution, internat, penalties, and surcharges owed to the victh to this Section, 
shall meive any of the hliowing: 
(7) %an oder successfully temtinating pmbaflon; 
(2) an oder fermlnafing probation prior fa the periad ordered by fhe court; 
3 )  an ader reducing the conv/ction to a misdemeanor under the pmvislons of Section 1 7; 
(4) an order dismlssing the charges under the provisions of Section 1203.4; 
(5) an order reducing, wablng, or expunging the mtftution, intenst, penalties, and surcharges owed; or 
(8) an order expunging the criminal mod of fhe person, 
(g) Notwithstanding any ofher provision of law, no courf shall waive, expunge, or in any other manner excuse full 
compliance wlth any restitution ordemd pursuant to Section 1202.4, Section 730.6 of the We/hm and Instifutions Code, or 
any other provision of law, unless such ~ction is sf the express request or with the express permission of the victim or 
other person to whom restitution is owed. 
(h) (.1) Not later than January I, 2014 the Department of Justice shall conduct and complete a study of the feasibility of 
authorizing pmcedums to assist crime victims to collect on restitution judgments that are utilized in the child support 
enforcemenf program pursuant to Title iV of the Social Securify Acf. These procedures shall include, but not be limited 
to, state and fedemf income tex refund intercepts, lottery winnings intercepts, social secudiy intercepts, unemployment 
and disability insurance intercepts, general assistance and welfare benefits infercepts, real estate liens, Iiens on estates in 
probate proceedings, mandatory employer reporting of new hires, wage assignments and garnishment of wages, and 
state license matching (known as SLIMS). 
(2) The Depadment of Justice shall recommend to the Legislature enacfment of legislation necessaly to implemenf 
procedures as described in paragraph ( I )  to sssist crime viciims in obtaining restitution. In the event that the Legislature 
does not enact such legislation, the Attorney General shall file the legislation as an initiative proposal for inclusion in the 
next election in which initiatives may be enacted. 
(i) The Department of Justice shall develop andpubllsh e handbook to be provided to crime victims describing fhe ways 
in which a restitution judgment may be enforced. The Deparfmen t shall provide this written material to the probation 
officer in each county, who shall provide the material to crime victims. The Department shal ajso make this information 
available on Its web site in a user-friendly format. 
SECTION 28. 
Section 1192.51 is added to Chapter 1 of Title 8 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read: 
1192.51. (a) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this section to facilitafe the right of victims of 
crime specified in paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Adticle t of the California Constitution to be informed 
a bout and to appropriately participate in judicial proceedings against their wrongdoers, and fo appropriately participate in 
proceedings involving the punishment and incarcerafion of their wrongdoen, and that victims of crime not be denied input 
into the criminal pmeeding arising out of a plea agreement of which fhe victims are unaware between the prosecuting 
attorney and the defendant affecting either the charges or the sentence. 
(b) In every criminal prosecution in which a victh is named in the accusatory pleading, and in which the prssecuting 
attorney and the defendant reach B plea agreement, the prosecuting afiomey shall notify the victim or the next of kin of a 
deceased victim of the plea agreement, the date set forjudgment and sentencing, and the right offhe victim to pmvide 
input to the court prior to judgment and sentencing. 
(c) In every criminal case described in subdivision (b), the defendant shall be advised prior fo entry of a guilty or nolo 
contendre p/ea in subsfan tially the following words: 
'This plea agreement is subject to review and approval by fhe courf after considering a pm-pies 
sentef?cing rep& and after hearing from any victim, imrnediafe family member of the victim, or the next 
of kin of the victim. The prosecuting attorney shall make good faith efforfs to notify the victim of the 
terms of the plea agreement, the date ofjudgment and sentencing, and the victim's right to speek at 
your sentencing. Prior to imposition of sentence upon you, the court will hear from any vicflm who 
desires to speak to the court about your case. If no victim is present af your sentencing, the courl will 
ask the prosecufin~ attorney wheMer conlad was made with the victim and for the victim's 
recommendation concerning your sentence. You will not be senfenced unless the victim has had an 
opportunity lo give input regarding your senfence, unless fhe victim has waived his or her presence 
and right to be heard, or unless the coutf finds that further efforfs at contacting the vicfim would be 
unsuccessful. I f  after hearing from the victim the court finds fhat the plea agreement is appmprlate, 
you will be senfenced accordingly. I f  the court finds that the ptsa bargain is agreement is 
inappmpriate, your guilty or no contest plea will be sef aside, and you will have your right to trial and all 
d the other rights about which the court has advised you reinsteted without prejudice to you. " 
(d) The failure of the victim to be notified pursuant to this section or to appear at the judgmen t and sentencing of the 
defendanf shall not be grounds for the defendant to move to set aside the plea. 
SECTION 27. 
Section 1192.52 is added to Chapter 1 of Title 8 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read: 
7192.52. (a) It is the infent of the People of the State of California in enacting this section to facilitate [he rights of victims 
of crime specified in paragraphs (3)  and (6) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution to 
expect that persons who commit criminal acts will be appropriately detained in custody and to be informed about and to 
appropriately participate In proceedings involving the punishment and incarceration of their wmngdoars, and the right of 
victlrns of crime to be informed of the release or escape from custody of such persons, as provided in wbparagraph (0) of 
paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the Callfornla Constitution. 
(b) Every Institution in this state, including, but not limited to, institutions of the Department of Corrections and 
Rehabilltallon, the Department of the Youth Autho'ty, the Depattment of Mental Health, and the sheriff of each comfy, 
shall comply with the following wifh regad to the release of persons sentenced or committed to the institution arising out 
of a crlmlnal proceeding: 
(I) Except as pmvided in pamgreph (Z), the institution shall give notice to the victim, a& defined in paragraph (5) of 
subdivision (6) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the California Constitution, of  the following information: the full legal name, 
court case number, custodial identifying number, primary charge, bsii status, if any, sentence imposed by the court, dale 
of initial custody, date of eediest lawful rele~se hnm custody, scheduled release defe, parole hea~ng date, if any, and 
actual mlease if release has already occurred. This notice may be in wn'tten, electronic, or telephonic form. 
(2) in /leu of pmvibing actual notice to e victim as provided in paragraph ( I ) ,  the institution may prvvide constructive 
notice to the victim by maintaining a computerized database containing the requisite informetion that is bsily accessible 
to crime victims utilizing electronic means such as the internet 
(3) The institution shall file e report monthly with fhe office of the Attorney General and District Attorney offhe counties 
if serves, the city affomey of each ciiy # serves that performs the function of criminal prosecution, and the presidingiudge 
in ihe court of each county i t  serves. fhe repotf shall consist of a complete listing of all of the persons described in this 
section that p ~ r e  housed in or released from the institution. 738 report shall contain the information describd fn 
pawgraph ( I ) ,  The report shall be delivered in both a writfen and electronic format and shall be maintained by each 
institution. The report shall be a public record and its data shall be made available to the public. 
(c) Regulations implementing procedures for compliance with this Section shall be developed by the Depahnent of 
Justice and the Department of Mental Health in consulfation with the Caih'bmia State Sheriffs Association and the 
Caiifomia Police Chiefs Association. (4 The provisions of paragmph (3) of subdivision (b) shall become effective January I, 2009. 
(d) The provisions of paragraphs (7) and (2) of subdivision (bJ shall become effective January 7,2010. 
SECT ION 28. 
Section 1240 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1240. (a) When In a praceedlng falllng within the provisions of Section 15421 of the Government Code a person is not 
represented by a publlc defender acting pursuant to Section 27706 of the Government Code or other wuneel and he or 
she is unable to afford the services of counsel, the court shall appoint the State Public Defender to represent the person 
except as follows: 
(1) The court shall appoint counsel other than the State Publlc Defender when the State Publlc Defender has refused to 
represent the p n o n  because of conflict of interest or other reason. 
(2) The court may, in its discretion, appoint elther the State Publlc Defender or the attorney who represented the person 
at his trial when the person requests the latter to represent him on appeal and the attorney consents to the appointment. 
In unusual cases, where good cause exists, the court may appoint any other attorney. 
(3) A mutt m y  appolnt a county publlc defender, private attorney, or nonprofit corporation with which the State Public 
Defender has cantractad to fumlsh defense services pursuant to Government Code Section 5402. 
(4) When a judgment of death has been rendemd the ~uprerme'Court or the court of appeal may, in its discretion, 
appoint counsel other then the State Pubtic Defender or the attorney who represented the person at trial. 
(b) If counsel other than the Sbte Public Defender is appointed pursuant to this section, he or she may exercise the 
same authority as the Stete Public Defender pursuant to Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 15420) of Part 7 of Division 
3 of Title 2 of ther Government Code. 
SECTION 29. 
Section 1240.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1240.1. (a) In any noncapital criminal, juvenile court, or civil commitment case wherein the defendant-wbuld be entitled to 
the appointment of counsel on appeal if indigent, it shall be the duty of the attorney who represented the person at trial to 
provide counsel and advice as to whether arguably meritorious grounds exist for reversal or modification of the judgment 
on appeal. The attorney shall admonish the defendant that he or she is not able to provide advice concerning his or her 
own competency, and that the State Public Defender or other counsel should be consulted for advice as to whether an 
issue regarding the competency of counsel should be raised on appeal. The trial court may require trial counsel to certify 
that he or she has counseled the defendant as to whether arguably meritorious grounds for appeal exist at the time a 
notice of appeal ts filed. Nothing in this section shall be construed fo prevent any person having a right to appeal from 
doing so. 
(b) It shall be the duty of every attorney representing an indigent defendant in any criminal, juvenile court, or civil 
commitment case to execute and f i k  on his or her client's behalf a timely notice of appeal when the attorney is of the 
opinion that arguably meritorious grounds exist for a reversal or modification of the judgment or orders to be appealed 
from, and where, in the attorney's judgment, it is in the defendant's interest to pursue any relief that may be available to 
him or her on appeal; or when directed to do so by a defendant having a right to appeal. 
With the notice of appeal the attorney shall file a brief statement of the points to be raised on appeal and a designation 
of any document, paper, pleading, or transcript of oral proceedings necessary to property present those points on appeat 
when the document, paper, pleading, or transcript of oral proceedings would not be included in the normal record on 
appeal according to the applicable provisions of the California Rules of Court. The executing of the notice of appeal by 
the defendant's attomey shall not constitute an undertaking to represent the defendant an appeal unless the undertaking 
is expressly stated in the notice of appeal. 
If the defendant was represented by appointed counsel on the trial level, or if it appears that the defendant will request 
the appointment of counsel on appeal by reason of indigency, the trial attorney shall also assist the defendant in preparing 
and submitting a motion for the appointment of counsel and any supporting declaration or affidavit as to the defendant's 
financial condition. These documents shall be filed with the trial court at the time of filing a notice of appeal, and shall be 
transmitted by the clerk of the trial court to the clerk of the appellate court within three judicial days of their receipt. The 
appellate court shall act upon that motbn without unnecessary delay. An attorney's failure to file a motion for the 
appointment of counsel with the notice of appeal shall not foreclose the defendant from filing a motion at any time it 
becomes known to him or her that the attorney has failed to do so, or at any time he or she shall become indigent if he or 
she was not previously indigent. 
jc) The State Public Defender shall, at the request of any attorney representing a prospective indigent appellant or at 
the request of the prospective indigent appellanf himsetf or herself, provide counsel and advice to the prospective indigent 
appellant or attorney as to whether arguably meritorious grounds exist on which the judgment or order to be appealed 
from would be reversed or modified on appeal. 
(d) The failure of a trial attorney to perform any duty prescribed in this section, assign any particular point or error in the 
notice of appeal, or designate any particular thing for inclusion in the record on appeal shall not foreclose any defendant 
from filing a notice of appeal an his or her own behatf or from raising any point or argument on appeal; nor shall it 
foreclose the defendant or his or her counsel on appeal from requesting the augmentation or correction of the record on 
appeal in the reviewing court. 
(e) (1) In order to expedite certification of the entire record on appeal in all capital cases, the defendants trial counsel, 
whether retalned by the defendant or court-appointed, and the prosecutor shall continue to represent the respective 
partles. Each caunsel's obligations extend to taking all steps necessary to facilitate the preparation and timely certification 
of the record of all trial court proceedings. 
(2) The duties imposed on trial counsel in paragraph (1) shall not foreclose the defendant's appellate counsel from 
requesting additions or corrections to the record on appeal in eitkbthe trial court, the court of appeal, or the California 
Supreme Court in a manner provided by rules of court adopted by the Judicial Council. 
SECTION 30. 
Section 1247a is added to Chapter 1 a of Tile 9 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read: 
124 7a. (aJ It is the intent of fhe People of the State of California in enacting this Section to authorize and mandate 
sufficient #sources for the Supreme Court and the courts of appeal to implement and carry out fhe amendments made by 
this initiative measure to Sections 1 7 and 12 of Article 6 of the Califomie Constitution. 
(b) ( I )  The ~egislature and the Administrative Office of the Courts shall study and develop a plan for funding and 
resources necessary to implement and cany out the amendments made by this initiative to Sections I I and 12 of Article 
VI of the California Constitution. 
(2) This plan described in paragraph ( I )  shall be designed to provide that in every case in which a judgment of death 
has been pronounced on or prior to the effective date of this initiative measure, the appeal will be heard and decided no 
later than five years following the amendments made by this measure to Secfions I I and 12 of the California Constitution. 
(cJ The Judicial Council shall have the authority provided in Section 124 7k fo prescribe by rules the practice and 
procedure that in fhe discretion of the Judicial Council will provide the most efficient and effective implementalion of the 
amendments made 'by thls measure to Sections 1 I and 12 of Arficle I of the Callfomia Constitution 
SECTION 31. 
Section 1270 of the Penat Code is amended to read: 
1 270. (a) ARy Except as pmvided in subdivision (&I, any person who has been arrested for, or charged with, an offense 
-may be released on his or her own recognizance by a court or magistrate who could release a 
defendant from custody upon the defendant giving bail, including a defendant arrested upon an out-of-county warrant. A 
defendant who is in custody and is arraigned on a complaint alleging an offense which is a misdemeanor, and a 
defendant who appears befom a wurt or magistrate upon an out-of-county warrant arising out of a case involving only 
misdemeanors, shall be entitled to an own recognizance release unless the court makes a finding on the record, in 
accordance with Section 1275, that an own recognizance release will compromise public safefy, the safety of the alleged 
victim or the family of the alleged victim, or will not reasonably assure the appearance of the defendant as required. 
' Public safety and the safety of the crime victim and fhe crime vMm's family shall be the primary e e w k k & h  
considerations, If the court makes one of those findings, the court shall then set bail and specify the conditions, if any, 
under which the defendant shall be released. 
(b) Nu person shall be released on his or her own recognizance if any one of the following circumstances are true: 
( I )  The defendani is charged with the commission of a violent felony as described in subdivision (c) of Sectior? 667.5; 
(2) The defendant is charged with the commission of a serious felony as described in subdivision (c) of Section 1 i92.7; 
(3) The defendant is charged with a felony alleged to have been committed while the defendant was on pamle or 
probation; or 
(4) The defendant is charged with a felony alleged to have been committed while the defendant was released from 
custody on bail or on own recognizance on anofher offense. 
(I$ Article 9 (commencing with Section 131 8) shall apply to any person who is released pursuant to this section. 
SECTION 32. 
Section 1270.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1270.1. (a) Before any person who Is arrested far any of the following crimes may be released on bail in an amount that 
is either more or less than the amount contained in the schedule of bail for the offense, or !ess than the amauni requested 
by the prosecuting affomey in a filed bail devietion request or motion, 
a hearing shall be held in open court before the magistrate or judge: 
(1) A serious felony, as &kad descdbed in subdivision (c) of Section 1192.7, or a violent felony, as sCekResl described 
. . in subdivision (c) of Section 6 6 7 . 5 - k " ' M ~ W ~ r e e i 6 l e n t i & b @ ~  . 
(2) A vlolation of Section 136.1 where punishment is imposed pursuant to subdivision (c) of Sectton 136.1, 262, 273.5, 
422 where the offense is punished as a felony, or 646.9. 
(3) A violation of paragraph (1) of subdivlsion (e) of Section 243. 
(4) A violation of Sectron 273.8 if the detained person mads threats to kill or harm, has engaged in violence against, or 
has gone to the residence or workplace of, the protected party, 
(5) A felony alleged to have been committed while the defendant was on parole orprobation. 
(6) A felony alleged to have been committed while the defendant was released from custody on bail or on own 
recognizance on another offense. 
(b) The prosecuting attorney, the alleged victim of the crime, or nexf of kin if the victim is deceased, and the defense 
attorney shall be given a two court-day written notice and an opportunity to be heard on the matter. If the detained person 
does not have counsel, the court shall appoint counsel for purposes of this section only. The hearing required by this 
section shall be held within the time period prescribed in Section 825. 
(c) At the hearlng, the court shall consider evidence of past court appearances of the detained person, the maximum 
potential sentence that could be imposed, and the danger that may be posed to other persons, including the alleged victim 
ofthe crime end the family of the crime victim, if the detained person is released. In making the determination whether to 
reduce bail beailow the amount contained in the schedule of 
bail or the amount requested by the prosecuting atlomey in a bail deviation request or motion, the court shall consldef the 
potential danger to other persons, including threats that have been made by the detained person and any past acts of 
violence. The court shall also consider any evidence offered by the detained psrsan regarding his or her ties to the 
community and his or her ablllty to post bond. 
(d) if the judge or magistrate sets the bail jn an amount that is either more or less than the amount contained in the 
schedule of bail for the offense, the judge or magistrate shall state the reasons for that decision and shall address the 
issue of threats made against the victim or witness, if they were made, in the record, This statement shall be included in 
the record. 
SECTION 33. 
Section 1272 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1272. After conviction of an offense not punishable with death, a defendant who has made application for probation or 
who has appealed may be admitted to bail: 
1. As a matter of right, before judgment is pronounced pending application for probation in cases of misdemeanors, or 
when the appeal is from a judgment imposing a fine only. 
2. As a matter of right, before judgment is pronounced pending application for probation in cases of misdemeanors, or 
when the appeal is from a judgment imposing imprisonment in cases of misdemeanors. 
3, As a matter of discretion in all other cases, except that a person convicted of an offense subject to this subdivision, 
who makes a motion for release on bail subsequent to a sentencing hearing, shall provide notice of the hearing on the bail 
motion to the prosecuting attorney and to the victim of [he crime, or next of kin, at least five court days prior to the hearing. 
If the person convicted of the offense does not know the address of the crime vicfirn, the movir~g party shall provide the 
notice for the crime victim fo the prosecuting attorney, who shall then provide the notice to the crime victim. 
SECTION 34, 
Section 1272.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1272.1. Release on bail pending appeal under subdivision (3) of Section 1272 shall be ordered by the court if the 
defendant demonstrates all the following: 
(a) By clear and convincing evidence, the defendant is not likely to flee. Under this subdivision the courl shall consider 
the following criteria: 
( d )  The ties of the defendant to the community, including his or her employment, the duration of his or her residence, the 
defendant's family attachments and his or her property holdings. 
(2) The defendant's record of appearance at past court hearings or of flight ta avoid prosecution. 
(3) The severlty of the sentence the defendant faces. 
(b) By dear and convincing evidence, the defendant does not pose a danger to the safety of any other person, 
specifically including the victim of the crime or the family of the crime victim, or to the community . 
Under this subdivision the court shall consider, among other factors, whether the crime for which the defendant was 
convicted is a violent felony, as  described in subdivision (c) of Section 687.5, ore serious felony, 6s described in 
subdhision (c) of Section 1 192.7, whether the defendant is on parole or probalion for another offense, and whether the 
defendant was free on awn recognhance or bad at the time of the alleged commission of the offense. 
(c) The appeal is not for the purpose of delay and, based upon Ule record in the case, raises a substantial legal question 
which, if decided in favor of the defendant, is likely to result in reversal. 
For purposes of this subdivision, a "substantial Ihgal question" means a close question, one of more substance than 
would be necessary to a flnding that it was not frivolous, In assessing whether a substantial legal question has been 
raised on appeal by the defendant, the court shall not be required to determine whether it committed error. 
In making its decision on whether to grant defendants' motions for bail under subdivision (3) of Section 1272, the cwrt 
shall include a brief statement of reasons in support of an order granting or denying a motion for bail on appeal. The 
statement need only include the basis for the order with sufficient specificity to permit meaningful review. 
SECTION 38. 
Section 1274 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1274, When the admission to bail is a matter of discretion, the Court or oW~cer to whom the appltcatlon Is mads mud 
require reasonable notlce thereof to be given to the District Attorney of the county and to the victim of the alleged cdme. 
SECTION 36. 
Section 1274.5 is added to Article 1 of Chapter I of Title 10 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to reed: 
7274.5. No person chatged with murder or attempted murder, or any other offense carrying a.potentia1 life sentence, 
shall be released on ball unless the officer wffh custody of the accused person has first made t~sssonable fforts to noti@ 
the alleged victim of the crime or the family of the crime victim of the Impending release of the accused. The prosecuting 
a m e y  shall upon request provide the contact information of the v i d h  or the family of the victim to the officer wifh 
custody of the accused person. 
Section 1275 of the Penal Code Is amended to read: 
1276. (a) (1) In setting, reducing, or denying bail, the judge or magistrate shall take into consideration the protection of 
the public, the seriousness of the offense charged, the previous criminal record of the defendant, the protection offhe 
crime victim end the crime victim's family from harm and threats of ham arising fmm cooperafion with prosecution efforts 
ffimughout the criminel or juvenile justice p m w ,  and the probabilrty of hiw&Hhe defendant's appearing at trial or 
hearing of the case, The public safety and the safety of the crime victim and the crime victim's family shall be the primary 
considerations. 
(2) In considering the seriousness of the offense chargd, the judge or magistrate shall include consideration of the 
alleged injury to the victim, and alleged threats to the victim, the family of the victim, or a witness to the crlme chsrged, the 
alleged use of a firearm or other deadly weapon in the mmission of the crime charged, and the alleged use or 
possession of controlled substances by the defendant. 
(b) In considering offenses wherein a violation of Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 11350) of Division 10 of the 
Health and Safety Code is alleged, the judge or magistrate shall obnslder the following: (1) the alleged amounts of 
controlled substances involved in the commission of the offense, and (2) whether the defendant is currently released on 
bail for an alleged violation of Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 11 350) of Dlvlsion 10 of the Heaith and Safety Code. 
(c) Before a court reduces bail below the amount established by the ball schedule approved for the county, in 
accordance with subdivislons (b) and (c) of Section 1269b, fore person charged with a serlous felony, as d e h d  
descdwd in subdivision (c) of Section 1192.7, or a vlolent felony, as d e h d  described in subdivision (c) of Section 667.5, 
the court shall make a finding of unusual circumstances and shall set forth those facts on the record. For putposes of this 
subdivision, "unusual circumstances" does not include the fact that the defendant has made all pdor court appearances or 
has not committed any new offenses. 
SECTION 38. 
SWbn 1382.1 Is added to Chapter 8 d Part 10 of Tltle 2 of the Penal Code to read: 
1382.7. (0) It is the intent of the People of the Skfe of CalIfomia In enacting this Section to presenre and advance the 
rlght of vktims ad cfime specifled in pamgmph (3) of subdlvishm (a) of Secflon 28 of Aftlcle 1 of the Calhmia Constihrfion 
b expect thet persons who cammlt criminal acts will be expeditiously brwghf bebm and fried by the courts, and not 
dismissed prior to the last day on which the case may be brought to trial pursuant to Section 1382, and to advance fAe 
right of vlctlms of crime specifled in subpamgmph IN) of pamgmph (I) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Afficle l of the 
Calhrnla Consfitufion, to a speedy and prompt final conclusion of the case. 
(b) Nofwithstanding the provisions of Section 1382, no courl shall dismiss an information or indictment pursuent to 
Section 1382 or any other pmvision of law in any feIony case in which 
(7) the defendant has not waived time for trial and the People mquest fhe courf to set the trial or to continue the trial to a 
date that Is within 60 deys of an evenf described in paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) Section 1382; 
(2) the defendant has entered 8 gened waiv&r of time for t d l  and the People mquesf the court to set the !riel or to 
continue the trlal to a date that is within 60 days of an event described in subpamgmph (A) of pamgraph (2) of subdivision 
(a) of Section 1382; or 
(3) the defendant has requested or consented f o  the setting of e trfal date beyond the 60 day perlod described in 
pamgmph (2) of subdivision (a) of Secthn 1382 and the People mquest the courf to set the trial or to continue fhe trial to 
a date that is within 10 days of an event describedin subpamgmph (B) otpamgmph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 
5382. 
(c) Nofwithstandlng ihe provisions of Section 1382, no court shall dismiss a complaint pursuant to Section 1382 or any 
other pmvislon of law In any misdemeanor case in whlch 
(1) the defendant is in cusfody and has not waived fime for trial, end the Peoplo request the courf to set the trial or to 
continue the trial to a date that is wlthln 30 days o l  an event described in pamgraph (3) of subdivision (a) Section 1382; 
12) the defendenf ia not in custody and has not waived time for trial, and the People requesi the courf to sei the trial or to 
continue the trial to a date Bat Is wifhln 45 days of an event described in paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 1382; 
(3) the defendant hes entemd a general waiver of time for tHel end the Peopie request the court to set the trial or to 
conflnue the trial to a date that Is within 30 days of an event described in subparagraph (A) ofparagmph (3) of subdivision 
(a) of Section f382; 
(4) he defendant has mquesfed or cwnsented to the seffing ota tna! date beyond the periods described in 
subparagraph (B) of paragmph (2) of subdivision (8) of Section 1382, and the Peqple reguest the court to set the trlal or to 
continue the t h i  to a date fhat is within I 0  days of an event described in thaf subparagraph (8) ofparagraph (3) of 
subdivision (4 of Section 1382. 
(dl A good cause showing as required by Section 7050 shall not apply to 8 request by the People to continue 8 trial b 
another date within the fime periods specfied in subdiwsiiom (6) and (d. 
(e) If the coutt continues or trails a trial during the IQ-daypen'od descn'bed In pamgmph (3) ufsubdlvisian (b) or in 
paragmph (4) of subdivision (c) at the motion or direction of the coutt to accommodate courf congestion or administrative 
needs ofthe court, the period of fime attributable to the continuance or tmillng shd not be deemed to count agaInsf the 
I May period described hemin. 
Section 1473.1 is added to Chapter 1 of Title 12 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read: 
7473.1. (a) In any proceeding held pursuant to this chapter in which the court enfers or has entered a di8mvery order 
requiring he respondent to make dlscfosun?~ to the petitioner; the court shall enter an od8r reguirfng the petitioner and 
his w her abmey to disclose to the respondent and hls or her attorney: 
( I )  The names and addresses of persons, other than the petwoner, he or she Intends to call as witnesses et any 
proceeding on fhe petItIon, together wifb any mlevant on/,  written, or recorded statements of those persons, or ml, 
written, or recorded reports of the statements of hose persons, Including any wel, wdtien, or recorded report8 or 
statements of experts made In connecllon wfih 'the case, 8nd including the results of phy~i~8i or mental examinations, 
scientk tesfs, eexperlments, or wmpa&ons which the petNjoneriniends to offer In evidence at the pmceeding; and 
(2) Any real evidence whbh fhe peMoner Intends to o8er in evidence at the proceeding. 
{b) Every discovery order issued pursuan f to this section shell be reciprocal. No order shall be issued requiring a 
disclosure by the pefltidner that Is not BISO required of the respondent. 
(c) Nothing in ihls section shaK be construed lo Iimif the power of the court to issue discovery ordem requin'ng the 
petitioner and h e  respondent to dlsclose non-privileged evidence or Inforrn~~un thaf is relevant to ifhe habeas petition and 
that is not Ilsted In subdlvlsion (a). 
SECTION 40, 
Section 1474.5 Is added to Chapter 1 of Title 12 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to mad: 
Sec. f474.5. (a) It  Is the intent of the People of the Stafe of California in enacting this section to facilitate the #ght of 
vlcfirns of crime specHTed In 
pemgraph (3) of subdh1Ision (a) of Section 28 of Adicle I of fhe California Constitution to exped that persons who wmm% 
crimlnd acts will k sufficiently punished in an expeditious manner, so that punishment mtains its deterrent erect and the 
public safety is protected and enwumgsd. 
(b) No order repuiring discovery from prosecufing attorneys, law enforcement agencies which investigated or prepared 
tho case against the defendant, or any other persons or agencies which the prosecuting attorney or investigating agency 
has employed to assisf them in performing fheirduties, shall be issued pursuant to this chapter with respect to a petiHon 
for postconviction relief which has not been filed or with respect to a claim far postcmviction relief which does not sfefe 8 
prima facie case for relief and upon which the courf has not issued an order to show cause. Upon the request of 
petitioner the courf may isslle an order requiring discovery with respect to issues upon which the petition states a prirna 
facie case for relief 
(c) A court which issues an order requiring discovery pursuant to subdivision (b) sha/l upon #quest of the habeas 
respondent issue a reclpmcal discovery order relevant to the petitioner's prima facie case for relief. The court may utilize 
the requirements of Section 1054.3 as a reference in fashioning the mciprocel discovey order. 
SECTION 41. 
Section 1546 is added to Chapter 4 of Title 12 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read: 
7546. (a) it is fhe intenf of the People ofthe State of California in enacting this section to facilitate the right of victims 
of crime specified in paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the Califomia Constitution to expect that 
persons who commit criminal acts will be brought before the courts of this State. 
(6) Whenever a district attorney is notified that a person for whom a warrant of arrest has issued for the commission of a 
violent felony, as described in subdivision (c) of Section 667.5, for fhe commission of a serious felony, as described in 
subdivision (c) of Section 7 192.7, for the commission of any felony for which the aggravated term of imprisonment is four 
years or mom in state prison, or for the commission of any felony for which bail has been set in Califomia at $50,000.00 or 
mom, has been arrested outside the jurisdictional territory of the State of California, the distFicC attorney shall make wdtfen 
application to the Governorpursuant to Section 1554.2 for a requisition for the refurn of the person charged. 
(c) If the disirfct attorney declines to make written application to the Governor pursuant to Section 1554.2 for the return 
of any person not described in subdivision (b), the disfrict attorney shall notify the victim of the decision and afford the 
victim an oppofiuniiy to meet with the prosecuting attorney who has declined fo request extradition. 
(d) The district atfomey shall maintain a writfen record of all notifications of arrest described in subdivision (6) for which 
the district attorney does not make application to the Governor for a requisition for the return of the person charged. The 
written record shall contain the name of the fugitive, the docket number of the underlying charges in Califumia, the date 
and place of the arrest of the fugitive in the foreign jurisdiction, the bad sef for the fugitive in the foreign jurlsdicfion, and 
the reason or masons the distn'ct attamey declined to seek !he requisition of the Governor for the return of the fugitive. 
This record, and the record of the request for or waiver of  the extradition by the victim, shall be deemed a public record as 
defined In the Califomia Public Records Act, Article I of Chapter 3.5 of Division 7 of Title 1 of the Government Code. 
SECTION 42. 
Sedion 2602 Is added to Chapter 3 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read: 
2602. (a) It Is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this statute to implement and effectuate the 
rights of victims of crime guaranteed in paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Arficle I of the Califomia 
Constitution and in subparagraph IN} ofparagraph ( I )  of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Arf/cle I of the California 
Constitution, to expect fbat a criminal wrongdoer will be sufficiently punished, and that the punitive and deterrent effect of 
incamfalion will not be undercut or diminished by the granting of  comforts, privileges, or other rights to incarcerated 
ch ina /  wrongdoers that are not required by any provision of the United States Constitution or the current laws of the 
State of Califomia. If is the further intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this stetute to ensure that the 
granting of comforts, privlteges, or other R'ghfs fo incarcerated wrongdoers does not dived resources required to meet the 
State's primary obligation to provide adequate facilities and personnel to incarcerate criminal wrongdoers for the full terms 
oP their sentences. 
(b) (7) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, and except as provided in Section 2601 as of January 1, 2008, no 
persons confined in a state prison or any other facility arising out af a criminal proceeding shall be entitled to any right, 
privilege, or comfort, no matfer how dkscribed, that the Constitution of the United States and the la ws of the State of 
California do not require be grented to such persons. 
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of lew, no person confined in a stafs prison or any other facility under the 
jurisdiction of the Deparfment of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall be granted, receive, or participa te in a overnight 
family visit, a conjugal visit, or any other such visit however titled, while so confined as a result of a felony conviction for: 
(A) a violent offense involving a minor or a family member, including but not limited to, Section 187, 192, 203, 205, 206, 
207, 209, 209.5, 210, 210.5, 211, 215, 220, 236, 23A1, 244, 245, 246, 2738, 273ab, 273d, 273.5, or273.6ofthe Penal 
Code; 
(8) a sexual assault, including but not limited fo, Secfion 243.4, 221, 26 I. 5, 262, 264,1, 266c, 2661, 285, 286, 288, 288a, 
288.2,288.5, 289, or 2893 of the Penal Code, and any other mgistembk sex offense described in subparegraph (A) of 
paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 290; 
(CJ sexual exploitation or molestation of a chlld, including but not limited to, Section 31 1.1, 31 1.2, 31 1.3, 31 1.4, 31 1.10, 
311.11, 313.1, 314, or 647.6 ofthe Penal Code. 
(3) Notwithstanding any ofher provision of law, none of fhe following persons confined in a state prison or any other 
facillty under the jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall be gmnted, receive, or participate in 
a overnight family visit, 8 conjugal visit, or any other such visit however titied, while so confined: 
(A) an inmate designated as a condemned inmate; 
(B) an inmate sentenced to life imprisonment without the possibility of parale; 
(CJ an inmate sentenced fo life imprisonment wifhouf a parole date established by the Board of Parole Hearings; 
(D) an inmate designated as Close A or Close 6 custody; 
(E) an inmate assigned to a mwption center; 
(F) an inmate assigned to en administrative segmgation unit; 
(G) an inmate assigned to a secu* housing unit; 
(HI an inmate designated *C" StalUs; 
(I) an inmate convicted of one or more Dlvjslon A or Division 8 offense(s) within the preceding twelve months; or (4 an inmate convicted of illegal dnrgs or narcotics distribution while incarcereW in a state prison. 
(4) Nothing in thls secfion shaH be consjued to grant fo any inmate confined In a faclllfy under the jun'sdlctlon of the 
Department of Cmctlons and Rehabilitation as a result of a conviction of an offense not listed or described in 
paragraphs (2) and (3) the right to an overnight family vlsit, mn]ugal visit, or any other visit in which the inmate could have 
physical contact with a minor. The Dlrector of the Department of Corrections and ReAabi/it~fion, or hls or her designee, 
shall have the discretion to grant or deny such a vkit to any Inmate descdbed in this paragraph. 
fc) Except as provided in paragraphs (2) and (3) of subdivision (b), the Dimtor of the Department of Comctions and 
Rehabilltatlon, or his or her designee, shall be authorized to grant or to deny, In hls or her dlscretlon, to persons confined 
In a state prfson facility any &At or privilege not required to be granted by the Constitution of the Unlfed States or the laws 
of the Sfafe of Calflomia. In detemining whether to granf a right orptivilege not required to be grented by the 
Constltutlon of the United States or the laws of the State of Califomla, the Dinector or his or her designee shall be guided 
by the declarabron ofpolky in pamgraph ( f )  d subdivision (a) of Section 1 I70 that the purpose of imprjsonment for crime 
Is punishment 
(d) ( I )  I t  shall be a primary responslbillfy of the Dimctor of the Departmenf of Corrections end Rehabilffafion fo see that 
resources qyrcrprlafed by the Legrlsiature fo the Department are used to ensure that sentences i m p e d  upon persons 
cornmmed to #e Department are cemed out, end that no eady relearn of inmate8 occurs due to inadequate space to 
house fhem or deff lo supervise and swum their safe detention. 
(2) In the event Mat the governor or a federal or stale mud find8 fha t the inmate population of eny instifufion or facility 
under the jurisdIct/on ot the Department exceeds b hwful capam, or a tkdeml or state court orders fhat inmates be 
released #vm custody due to Inadequate space to house fhem, the Dimtor shall suspend all inmate priv17eges fhat are 
not guaranteed to inmates by the Constiftffion of the United States and the Iaws of fhe State of California, and shall 
#al/ocate rmoumes to the primary msponsibility of the Department to provide adequate space to house, all inmates for 
the full terms of their sentencee, 
SECTION 43. 
Suction 2814 Is added to Ch~pter 7 of Title I of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read: 
2914. (a) b older lo preserve the igMs of Cellfomiab victims olcn'rne as ~iiamnfeed by Section 28 dAdld8 I of the 
Califomie Cortstltution, and notwith8tanding Sections 291 7, 29 12, or any other provision of law, no state or county offmr 
shall enter into an agmement wifh any off~ial  of& jurisdiction outside the state of California whereby an accused chaued 
in California with the commission of a violent felony, as desctibed in subdivision (cJ of Section 667.5, or a serious felony, 
as described in subdivision (c} of Section 1192.7, alleged to have occumd within the tenftot? j u d o  of Ae State of 
California, is permiffed to be charged, tried, sentenced, or incarcerated, or permitfed to enter a g u i h  or no contesf plea, in 
that fomign jurisdiction, 
(b) This provisions of subdivision (a) shall not apply to any case in which the crime victim or the family of the crime 
victim, following an advisement by the coud that the Mhts of crfme vlctims secured in thls State would not necesserlly be 
mcognized in the foreign jurisdicfion, gives consent on the record and mflecled In the minutes of the court fhat the 
defendant be charged, t r i~d,  sentenced, or incarcerated, or permitted to enter a guilty or no contest plea, in a forsign 
jurisdiction. 
SECTION 44, 
Section 3041 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
3041. (a) (I) In the case of any inmate sentenced pursuant to any provision of law, other than Chapter 4.5 (comrnenclng 
with Section 1170) of Title 7 of Part 2, the Board of Adult Parole Hearings shall meet with each inmate during the third 
year of incarceration for the purposes of reviewing the inmate's flle, making recommendations, and docurnentlng activities 
and Conduct pertinent to granting or withholdlng postconviction credlt. 
(2) One year prior to the inmate's minimum eligible parole release date a panel of fWb or more commls~loner~ or deputy 
cornrnlssloners shall again meet with the inmate. 
-No more than one member of the panel s 
be referred for an en banc hearing by the board. If the panel, or in the event of a tie vbte the hard, sets a release date, 
the *release date shall be set in a manner that will provide unlform terms for omnders and their offenses of similar 
gravity and magnitude in respect to thelr threat to the public, and that will comply with the sentencing rules that the 
Judicial Council may issue and any sentencing information relevant to the setting of parole release dates. 
(3) The board shall be gulded by the presumpflon that the term fa be served by the Inmsfe is life in pdmn. The board 
shall sstabllsh and consider relevant criteria for detemlning whether the pmsumption that the inmate ashall sente a It% 
fern is overcome and that the inmate should be m k a w  on parole prlor b his or her death. 
in determining wh~ther the inmate should be released on pade prior to his or her death, 
the board ahall mnsider the following factors: the fact8 of the commlfmenf crimes, the facts of the inmate's p h r  felony 
convictions, the denger that the miease of the inmate would pose to the community, the Inmete's entlre criminal history, 
Including the lnmateb peflomance on grants of p~role and pmbation, the number of victims of the crimes for which the 
inmate was sentenced, the impacts upon the vktims of the inmate's commifment crimes and the inmate's prior felony 
convic~ns, and other factors In mitigation or aggravation of the commitment crimes and ofthe inmate's pnicrhlony 
convictions, the inmate's history of drug and alcohol use and addiction, tbthe inmate's work history, fhe psychologicaI end 
psychiatric evaIuafions of the inmate while incammted, the performance and conduct of the inmate while incamrated, 
fie hct and dstalls of any disciplinaty finding or criminal conduct by the inmate since incanerated, and any other relevant 
cnlen'a contained h Rule 4.42 f and Rule 4.423 of the Calfumra Rules of Court. 
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions ofparagraph (31, the board in its discretion may decline to release the inmate on 
parole based sdely on the facts of the commitment crime of the inmate, the facts of the prior felony convictions d the 
Inmate, the enfitw csiminel history of the inmate, or any other individual factor or wmbination of factom that suggest that fie inmate would pose an unreasonable risk of danger to society or to the family of the victim of the inmate's crime if 
released. 
(5) Neither f ie  lroard nor a panel of the board shall exclude reasonably reliable evidence from any source fiat bears 
upon the risk of danger which the release of the inmate mighl pose. 
(6) At least one commissioner of the panel shall have been present at the last preceding meeting, unless it is not 
feasible to do so or when the last preceding meeting was the initial meeting. 
(b) Any person on the heating panel may request review of any decision regarding parole for an en banc hearlng by the 
board. In case of a review, a twefhirds w+i+vote in favor of parole by the board members participating in an en knc  
hearing is required to grant parole to any inmate, 
&(c) The panel or tho board, sitting en banc, shall consider and be guided by Ule crlteria for #he sefting of pamk 
release dates set fodh in subdivision 
. . 
*ding 
an inmate suitable for parole s k l  b e m e  lnal within 120 days of the dak of the hearing. Durlng that period, the board 
may review the panel's decision. The panel's de'cislon shall h o m e  final pursuant to this subdivision unless the board 
tnds that the panel made an error of law, or that the panel's decision was based on an error of fact, or that new 
information should be presented to the board, any of which when corrected or considered by the board has a substantial 
Ilkelihood of resulting tn a substantially different decision upon a rehearing. In making this determlnatlon, the board shell 
consult with the mmlssioners who conducted the parole consideratton hearing. No decision of the parole panel shall be 
disapproved and referred for rehearing except by a rnajorii vote of the board, sitting en banc, following a public hearlng. 
W(d) For the purpose of reviewing the suitability for parole offhose inmates eligible for parole under prior law at a date 
earlier than that calculated under Section 1170.2, the board shall appoint panels of at least two persons to meet annually 
with each inmate until the time the person is released pursuant to proceedings or reaches the expiration of his or her term 
as calculated under Section 1170.2. 
@+(el It is the intent of the bgkkihw People that during times when there is no backlog of inmates awaiting parole 
hearings, life parole consideration hearings or life rescission hearings, hearings will be mducted by a panel of three or 
more members, the majority of whom shall be commissioners. The board shall report monthly on the number of cases 
where an inmate has not received a completed initial or subsequent parole consideration hearing wlthfn 30 days of the 
hearing date required by subdividon (a) of Section 3041.5 or paragraph (2) of subdivldon (b) of Section 3041.5, unless 
the inmate has waived the right to those timeframes. That report shall be cansldered the backlog of cases for purposes of 
this section, and shalt include information on the progress toward elirnlnating the backlog, and on the number of inmates 
who have waived their right to the above timeframes. The report shall be made public at a regularly scheduled meetlng of 
the board and a written report shall be made available to the public and transmitted to the Legislature quarterty. 
#40 For purposes of thls section, an en banc hearing by the board means a hearing conducted by a committee of nlne 
randomly selected cammissloners who are spectfically appointed to hear adult parole matters, selected by the 
chairperson. The committee shall be comprised of a majority of commlaslonsrs holding office on the date the matter is 
heard by the committee. 
SECTION 45. 
Section 3041.1 of the Penal Code b amended to read: 
3041.1. Up to 90 days prbr to a scheduled release date, the Governor may request review of any decision by a parole 
authority concerning the grant or denial of parole to any inmate in a state prison. The Governor shall state the reason or 
reasons for the request, and whether the request is based on a public aafety concern, a concern that tho criteria m/evant 
fo the setting of parole release debs enumembd in subdivision (a) of Section 304 1  
v a v e  been given Inadequate consideration, or on other facton. When a request has been made, a randomly 
selected committee comprised of nine cornmiseioners specifically appointed to hear adult parole matters and who are 
holdlng oftice at the time, shall review the parole decision. In case of a review, a vote in favor of parole by r two-thirds 
majority of the commissioners on the committee shall be required to grant parole to any inmate. In carrying out any 
review, the board shaH comply with the provisions of this chapter. 
SECTION 48. 
Section 3041.5 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
3041 5. (a) At all hearings for the purpo~e of reviewing a prisoner's parole suitability, or the setting, postponing, or 
rescinding of parole dates, the following shall apply: 
(1) At least 10 days prior to any hearing by the Board of Prison Terms, the prisoner shall be permitted to review his or 
her file which wiH be examined by the board and shall have the opportunity to enter a written response to any material 
contained in the file. 
(2) The prisoner shall be permitted to be present, to ask and answer questions, and to speak on his or her own behalf. 
Nether the prisoner nor the attorney for the ptisoner shall be entifled to ask questions of any person appearing at fie 
hearing pursuant to subdivision (bJ of Section 3043. 
(3) Untess legal counsel is required by some other provision of law, a person designated by the Department of 
Corrections shall be present to insure that all facts relevant ta the decision be presented, including, if necessary, 
contradictory assertions as to matters of fact that have not k e n  resolved by departmental or other procedures. 
(4) The pitsoner and any person described In subdbislon (b) of Section 3043 shall be permitted to request and receive a 
stenographic record of all proceedings. 
(5) If the hearing is for the purpose of postponing or rescinding of parole dates, the prisoner shall have rlghts set forth In 
paragraphs (3) and (4) of subdivision (c) of Section 2932. 
(6) The board shall set a date to recbnsider whether an lnmafe should be released on pa& that ensures a meanlngfui 
con8lderatlon whether the inmate Is suitable for mIea8e on pam/e. 
(b) (1) Within 10 days following any meethg where a parole date has been set, the board shall send the prisoner a 
written statement setting forth his or her parole date, the conditions he or she must meet In order to be released an the 
date set, and the consequences of failure to meet those conditions. 
(2) Within 20 days following any meeting where a parole date has not been set . . . 
-, the board shall send the prlsoner a written statement setting forth the reason or reasons for refusal to set 
a parole date, and suggest activities in whlch he or she might particlpate that will benefit him or her while he or she IS 
incarcerated. 
(3) The board $ha/! schedule the next hsar~ng w 
as follows: 
(A) 1 . . 
* F i t t e e n  yearn any 
heating at which parole is denied, unless the board finds by clear and convincing evidence that the crifen'a relevant to the 
seffing of pad6 release dates enurnerefed in subdivision (a) of Section 3041 am such thet considemtion of the public 
safe& does not require a more lengthy period of incameretion for the prisoner than ten additional years. 
' ( B ) B  . . 
* T e n  years after any hearing at which parole Is denied, unless the board finds by 
clear and convincing evidenoe that the criteria relevant to the setb'ng of parole release dates enumerated in subdn/IsIon (a) 
of Section 3041 are such that consldemtion of the public safety does not mquire a more lengthy p e w  of incarcemtion For 
fhe prisoner than sewn additional years. 
(C)Thme years, flve years, or seven years aRer any hearing at which parole Is denied, because the criferia relewnt to 
the seffing of p W e  release dates enumerated In subdivIsIon (a) of Section 3047 a@ such thet consideration of the public 
safety recluires a more lengthy p e w  of incarceration for the prisoner, buf does not mquim a more lengthy pedod of 
incarceration for the prisoner &an seven additional pars. 
fa) (4) The board may In its discretion advance a heen'ng set pursuant to subpamgmph (B) or (b) dpemgtaph (3) to an 
eadier date, when a change in circumstances or new infomaflon establishes a masonable lIkeIIAood thaf consideration of 
the publc safe& does not require the edditlonal perlod of incanemfllon of the prisoner provlded in aubpamgph (a) w (b) 
of P ~ W W ~  (3). (5) Wlthin 10 days of any hard  action resulting In the postponement of a previously mt parole dater, the board shall 
send the prlsoner a written statement setting forth a new date and the reason or reasons for that action and shall offer the 
prisoner an opportunity for review of that action. 
f4) (6) Wlthln 10 days of any board action resulting In the reselnding of a previously set parole date, the board shall 
send the prisoner a wrltten statement setting forth the reason or reasons for that action, and shall schedule the prironefs 
next headng -In accordance wlth paragraph (2). 
(c) The board shall conduct a parole hearing pursuant fo this section as a de nova heem. Findings mad8 and 
canduslons mached in a prior parole hearing shall be mnsldetwd in but shdl not be deemed to be binding upon 
subsequent parole hearlngs for an hmate, but shall be subject !D reconsideration hased upon changed facfs and 
circumstances. At each heen'ng the board shall determine the appropriete action to be taken based on tho criteria set 
forH.1 in peregreph (3) of subdivision (a) of #ctEon 3041. 
(d) (I) An inmate mey mquest that the board exemise its discrehn to advance a hearing set pursu~nt o paragraph (3) 
of subdlvJsicn (b) to an earlier dafe, by submi#ing a wriften request to the board which shall set forth the change in 
ci~umstances or new inbmation that establishes a reasonable liketihood met considemtion of the public safety does not 
mquire the additiond period of incanemtion of the inmate. 
(2) The board shall have sole jurisdiction to defermine whether to grant or deny a writfen request made pu~uanf  to 
pamgmph (71, and b dmision shell be subject to review by a court or magistrate only for a manibst abuse of discretion 
by the board. The board shall have the power fo summarily deny a request that does not comply with #?e provisions of 
this subdivision or thaf does not set forth a change in circumstances or new information as required in pamgwh (7) that 
in the judgment of the board is sflcient to justify the action described in pamgmph (4) of subdivision (bJ. 
(3) An Inmate may make only one written request as provided in peragmph (I) during each ffim yeer period. 
following either a summaw denial of a wquest made pursuant fo paragraph ( I ) ,  or the decision of the board a h r  a 
hearing described in subdivision (4 to not set a parole date, the inmate shaN not be entifled to submit another request for 
a heedng pumusnf to subdivision (8) until a thrw-year pen'od of time has elapsed fmm the summery denial or decision of 
the board, 
SECTION 47. 
Section 3041'.7 of the Penal Code is amended fo read: 
Sec, 3041 -7. (a) At any hearing for the purpose of setting, postponing, or rescinding a parole release date of a prisoner 
under a life sentence, the prisoner shall be entitled to be represented by counsel and the provisions of Sectlon 3041.5 
shall apply. The Board of Adult Parole Hearings shall provide by rule for the invitation of the prosecutor of the county from 
which the prisoner was committed, or his or her representative, to represent the interests of the People at the 
hearing. The Board of AduM Parole Hearings shall notify the prosecutor and the Attorney General at least 24 90 days 
prior to the date of the hearing. 
(b) Notwithstanding Section 12550 of the Government Code, the prosecutor of the county from which the prisoner was 
committed, or his or her representative, who shall not be the Attorney General, except in cases in which the Attorney 
General prosecuted the case at the trial level, shall be the sole representative of the interests of the p p k  People. 
SECTION 48. 
Section 3043 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
Sec, 3043. (a) (1) Upon request, notice of any hearing to revlew or conslder the parole sultabllity or the setitng of a 
parole date for any prisoner in a state prison shall be sent by the Board of -Adult Parole Hearlngs at least S 
90 days before the hearlng to any vMim of & any crime committed by the prisoner, or to the next of kin of the victim if the 
victim has died, to include the commItmenf ctimes, defermlnefe term commitment crlmes for which the prlsoner has been 
paroled, and any other felony crlms or crfmes egainst the person for whlch the pn'soner he8 been convlcfed. The 
requestrng party shall keep the board apprlssd of his or her current malllng addms. 
(2) No later ban 30 days pnbr to fha date selected rbr Ihe hearing, #any person s n f h d  to affend fbe hearing shall inform 
the Board of AduEt Parole Hearings of hls or her intention to attend the hearing and the name and Idenfming Information of 
any ofher p e o n  enllfled to a&nd the hearing who will accompany him or her. 
(3) No lakt than 14 days p h r  to the date selected for the hearing, the Bmd of Adult Parole Hearings shall notify every 
p # n  enfftled to ettend the h d n g  confimlng the date, Hme, and place of the heaing. 
(b) (1) The vlctim, next of kin, kvamembsn of tha victim's imwBdkWarnily, eb and two repmentatwee designated for 
a particular hearlng by the victim or, In the event the vlctlm is deoeaaed or Incapacitated, by the next of kin in writing prior 
to the hearing have the right to appear, personally or by counsel, at the hearing and to adequately and reasonably 
express his, her, or their vlewe concerning all facts known io the victim or h e  family of the victim about fhe prisoner and 
the case, includjng, buf not limifed to the commilment crimes, determinate term commitment crimes for which the pnsoner 
has been parded, any other felony cdmes or crimes against the person for which the prisoner has been convicted, the 
effect of the enurnem fed crimes on the victim and the family of the victim, &we+& the penon responsible for these 
enumemted crimes, end the suifabilliy of the prisoner for parole 
(2) Any statamen1 provided by a rupresentative designated by the victim or next of kin may cover any subject abwf  
. . 
which the victim or next of kin have the right to speak 
. . 
~ & m s e n t a l i v e  designated by the victim w the vidlm'8 next of kin for purposes of this section may be any adult 
person selected by the victim or the family of the victim The 
board iffay W shall permit a representative deoignated by the victim or the victim's next of kin to attend a particular 
hearing, to provide testimony at a hearing, e~ and to submit a statement to be included in the hearing as provided in 
Section 3043.2, even though &he viairn, next of kin, or o member of the victim's immediate family is present at the 
hearing, 6 and even though the victim, next of kin, or a member of the victim's immediate family has submitted a 
statement as described in 
Section 3043.2. 
(d) . . .  4 . ' ,  
a4awRM? 
+The board, in deciding whether to release the person on parole, shall conslder the entlre and unlnfempted 
statements of the victim or victims, next af kin, immediate family members of the victim, and the designated 
representatives of the victim or next of kin, #applicable, made pursuant to thls section and shall include In its repon s 
statement M e t h e r  the person would pose a threat to publlc safety if released on parole. 
(el In those cases where there are more than two immediate family members of the victim who wish to attend any 
hearing covered in this section, the board 7shall allow attendance of additional immediate family 
members -- "F include the following: spouse, children, parents, 
siblings, grandchildren, and grandparents. 
SECTION 49. 
Section 3043.2 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
3043.2. (a) (I) In addition to a personal appearance at any hearing to review the parole suitability or the setting of 
a parole date, the Board of Prison Terms shall permit the victim, his or her next of kin, immediate family members, or two 
representatives designated for a particular hearing by the victim or next of kin in writing prior to the hearing to file with the 
board a written, audiotaped, or videotaped statement, or statement stored on a CD Rom, DVD, or any other recording 
medium accepted by a court pursuant to Section 1191.q5 or by the board, expressing his or her views concerning the 
crime and the person responsible, and all facts known to the vicfim. The statement may be personal messages from the 
person to the board made at any tlme or may be a statement made pursuant to Section 1 191 -16, or a combination of both. 
Any statement provided by a representative designated by the victim or next of kin . . 
may cover any subjecf abouf which the victlm or next of kin 
have the right to speak. 
(2) A representative designated by the victim or the victim's next of kin for purposes of this section 
may be m y  adult person selected by the victim or the next of kin of the victim. 
(3) The board shall consider any statement filed prior to reaching a decision, and shall include in Its report a statement 
of whether the person would pose a threat to public safety if released on parole. 
(b) Whenever an audio or video statement or a statement stored on a CD Rom, DVD, or other recording medium is filed 
with the board, a written transcript of the statement may but need not provided by the person filing the 
statement, 
(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the prosecutor from representing to the board the views of the 
victim, his or her immediate family members, or next of kin. 
(d) In the event the kx&pdb victim, his or her next of kin, immedia fe family members, or two repmsentafives 
designated for a particular hearing by the victim or next of kin wishes to file an audio or video statement or statement 
stored on a CD Rom, DVD, or other recording medium . . w, the board shall not be responsible for providing any 
equipment or resources needed to assist #k+dwthat  person in preparing the statement. 
SECTION 50. 
Section 3043.4 is added to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Tile I of Part 3 of the Penal Code, to read: 
3043.4 (a) The board shall arrange with the institution that every hearing held pursuant to this chapter shall take 
place in a mom which accommodates all persons who attend pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 3043, In the event 
that the Boatd of Adult f a d e  Hearings determines that the number of persons intending to attend the heating held 
pursuant to this chapter exceeds the capacity of the largest room available for that purpose in the institution where the 
hearing is to be held, the board shall arrenge with the institution for a supplemental mom info which a video feed of the 
hearing can be transmitted. The video feed shall be a two-way feed to allow persons in the supplemental room to make a 
statement or presenfafion to the panel as authorized by Section 304 3.2. 
(bJ Not later than January 1, 20 10, the board shall implement video conferencing technology by which persons enfitled 
to attend a heering pursuant to this chapter, including but not limited to the representative of the People as described In 
Section 304 1.7, but who are unable to at tend in person, will be able to view and parficipate in the hearing. 
SECTION 51. 
Section 3643.5 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
*Any person interested in the grant or denial of parole to any prisoner in a state prison shall have the right to submit a 
statement of views in support of or in opposltion to the granting of parole, The board, in deciding whether to release the 
person on parole, shall review all information received from the public to jffGbCFO ensure that all of the criteria relevant to 
the seiting of prole release dates 9fl~meE&d in subdivision (0) of Section 304 1, including the gravity and timing of all 
current or past convicted offenses, have been givm adequate consideration and to m n s u m  that the safety of the 
public has been adequately considered. Upon completion of its review, the board shall include in its report a statement 
that it has reviewed all information received from the public and its conclusion as to whether the p~rson would pose a 
threat to the public safety if released on parole. 
SECTION 52, 
Section 3043.6 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
3043.6. (a) Any person authuriied to appear at a 
parole hearing pursuant to Section 3043, or a prosecutor authodzed to represent the views of the victim, his or her 
immediate family, or next of kin, pursuant to Section 3043.2, shall have the right to speak last before the board in regard 
to those persons apprarlng and speaking before the board at a parole hearing. 
(b) Except under extraordinaty circumstances, the panel or the board shall not Intempt eny person or the presentatlon 
of any person authorhed to appear at a parole hearlng, nor shall the panel or the b o d  limit the tlme of that p e m n  to ' 
speak or o t h e w b  pmsent his or her views. 
(c) Nothing in this section shall prohlblt the person presiding at the heating from taking any steps he or she deems 
appropriate to ensure the decorum d the proceeding, To ensum that only accumte and relevant statements are 
considered in determining parole suitability as prdded In law, the pemn presiding at the hearing shall glve the 
repmsentafh of the People and counsel for fhe prisoner en opportunity to rebut Inaccurate statements made by any 
P e m .  *(d) The pemn pmidlng at the hearing shall report to the board In wrifing each Inslance in whkh the panel has ilmlfed 
the #me to speak and pmsent vlews or has limited the subject meffer of any person adhodzed to eppear before a parole 
board hearing. 
Section 3043.7 lhi added to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Title I of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read: 
3043.7. (8) No duly noticed and 1-*-"'" scheduled parole hearing described in Section 304 1 shall be posipuned at the 
request of the prisoner for reasons of the prisonefs medical or psychiaftic condition, unless the board is presented with e 
certifc8b signed by a physicien certiming that by virtue of the prisonsf8 medical or psychiatric condition the prisoner 
would be unaMe to meaningfully participate in the heachg or to provide meaningful assistance to his or Aer affomey in the 
csonduct of the hean'ng, 
(b) If a victim, victim's mpmentafive, or next of kin appears fore duly noticed, scheduledparole hearing, and that 
hearing is postponed at the requesf of the prisoner or the prisonep's attorney, the board shall allow the victim, victim's 
representative, or next of kin to make his or her statement and presentation at the time the postponemenf b granted. if the 
vicfim, victim% mpresentative, or next of kin makes the sfatement and presentation dimtIy and in person to the board on 
fhe dale the postponement is gmnted, the statement shall be recorded in video, audio and or in writing as requested by 
the vicfim or other person so entitled. The statemenf and presentation shall not be in lieu of any other statement or 
presentation presented at the time the postponed headng is actually held. 
(c) ( I )  On the day a headng is continued or postponed the victim or other person entitled to make a sfatemenf may 
make a statement orpresentation in writing or in any ofher medium directly to the board or othenviss have the statement 
recorded and preseived for lahr considemtion at the subsequent hearing. This statement or presentation shall be 
recorded and pmserved for introduction into the record when the parole hearing is subsequently held. The statement or 
pmntation shall rmt be mad, heard, or viewed by the board prior to the hearing. 
(2) Any statement or presentation previously recorded and preserved at the origInaIly scheduled headrig shall, at'fhe 
request of the proponent of the statement or presonfation, be introduced info the record or otherwise considered by the 
board withod limitation. If the victim, victim's representative, or next of kin aitends the postponed hearing in person, he or 
she may make an additional oral statement or presentation directly to the board 
SECTION 54. 
Section 3044 is added to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code, to read: 
3044. (a) ( f )  It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this section to facilitate the dghfs of vlc!ims 
of crime specfied in paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) and subparagraph (A) of paragmph ( I )  of subdivision (b) of Section 
28 of Article 1 of the CallPomia Constifution, fo be treated with fairness and respect for their dignity and privacy, and to be 
h e  from Intimidathn, harassment, and abuse throughout the crlminal and]uvenlle justice process, including parole 
revocation proceedings. 
(2') It is the further intent ot 1/18 People In enacting fhis section that no person who is paroled from a California 
comdioneh hcility following incarceration for an offense committed on or ahr  the effgctive d ~ t e  of this measure, and 
whose pamle is mvoked, shell be entitled to procedural dghts other than those required by the Constltutlon of the Unbd  
States or as enurnerafed In subdbIsion (b'). 
(b) Notwfihstandlng any other law, the Bmrd of Adult Parole Heahngs, or its successor in internst, as the state parole 
authority, and its hearing Mcem shall conduct parole mwcetion heatings in e manner consistent with constifutional 
. requiremenfs. Accordingly, any person p8mIed from 8 California #metionat facility following incememtion far an offense 
cornmitied on or a h r  the emcflve dete of this Act, who is subject to a mvocation of his or herpamle is revoked, shall be 
enfiHsd fo p m d u r a l  rights as hliows: 
(I) A parolee shall be entitled to e probable cause hearing no Iafef than 15 days Wowing his or her arrest for violation 
of parole. 
(2) A parole8 shall be entifled to an evidentiary revocation hean'ng no later then 45 derys following his or her amst for 
violation of parde. 
(3) A perdee shall, upon request be entitled to counsel af state expense, if, consideting the request on a case-by-case 
basis, the board, or& hearing offmr or ofticers determine that the pamlee is indigent and consideing the complexity of 
b4e chargfes or the defense, or because of the parolee's mental or educational incapacity, he or she spears incapable of 
speaking ehctively in his or her own defense. 
(4) In the event the pardee's request for counsei is denied, the grounds for denial shall be stated succinctly in the 
reccrrd. 
(5) Pamle revocation determinations shall be based upon a preponderance of evidence admitted at hearings including 
documentay evidence, direct testimony, or reliable hearsay evidence. 
(6) Admissfon d the recorded or hearsay statement of a victim or percipient witness shall not be construed fo create a 
right to confront the dec/amnt at the parole revocation hearing. 
(c) The board is enh81ed with the safety of fhe public and shall make its delemination fairly, independenfly, and 
without bias, and shall not be influenced by or we]& the state cost or burden associated with just decisions. The board 
must accordingly enjoy sufficient autonomy to conduct unbiased hearlngs and maintain an independent legal and 
administrative staff. The board shall report to the Governor. 
(d) No labr than Apii 15, 2009, Ihe Sate Auditor shall eonduct an audit d the costs associafed with a fiscally and 
institutionally independent board and report #s findings to the Governor and the Department of Finance. 
@)The Department of Finance shall indude a budget item to fund the board for the 2009-2010 fiscai year and each year 
thereem to be adjusted tbr cost of living changes pursuant to the Calfomia Consumer Pn'ce index. 
SECTION 15. 
Sectlon 3073.1 b added to M c l e  3 of Chapter 8 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read: 
3073.1. (a) lt is the intent of the People of the State of Calfomla in enacting thls sectlon to ensure that no provision 
enacted by thls initiative measure may be construed to grant to an lnmate pemn sentenced to it% in prlson without the 
possibillfy of parole e parole hearing or a parole date. 
(b} M h i n g  in this Code shall be consfrued to entitle a person sentenced to Iffe in prison wffhout h e  possibility of parole 
b a he8ring before the Board of Adulf P a d o  Hearings as provided in this Attlcle, nor to grant to the Board of Adult Pamle 
Hearlngs the power to conduct such a hearing or to grant a parole derte to such pemon under any circumstance, 
SECTION 68. 
Sect~on 4004.6 is added to Chapter 1 of Title 4 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read: 
4004,6 (a) The provisions of this Section shall apply to any county in which jail overcmwding has reached crisis levels 
as defined in subdivision (b). 
(bJ Jail overcrowding shall be deemed to reach crisis levels when any one of the fdlowing conditions occurs; 
( I )  The county Is subjed to a mud order that requims jail inmates to be released prior to the expiration or completion of 
their jail sentences due to ovetcmwding; or 
(2) The counfy is prepared to release, plans to mlease, or releases inmates prior to the expiration or completion of their 
jail sentences to avoid an inmate population that exceeds its inmate population capacity; or 
(3) The inmate population in the county jail has exceeded ninety percent of the inmate populafion capacity of the jail on 
at least one occasion during each of six consecutive months, (c) (1) The shemof any county desctibed in subdivision (b), or in the case of Madera, Napa, and Sanfa Clam 
Counties, the board of supervisors or the Director of Comtlons, shall be authorired to acpuire and operate housing 
facilities that meet local health and safety W e $  for residential occupancy, and are deemed securs, as tempomy jails or 
itwatment faclitlles. 
(2) Nothing In fhls section shall be construed to authorize the use of persons not employed by the county fo staff 
tempmy jail or treatment &ciIities. 
3 A temporary jall or tm~tment facility shall not be operated wlthin an Incorpomted a m  of the county unless fhe city 
council or other legislaHve body of !hat cw pass8 a resolution appmvlng the operation of that facility in its incorporated 
area. 
(4) Deteminatlons regarding the placement of inmates end the security of ternpomy]~il or tmtment feciIItlea shall be 
made @xcluslvely by the county shedK 
(5) No Inmete $ha# be housed in e temporary]all or treatment facillfy for s psnbd that exceeds f80 days besed on e 
single sentem. 
(6) The provisions ofthls act shall not be constnred to /hi t  or preclude any sherlffftvm employing lawfuIiy authotizd 
eerly mlease, eleetmic moniton'ng, or work mlease pmgmm8. 
(7) The shed7 shall be aufhotized fa utilize sentenced inmates lncan:emted in temporary jail or tma fmenf facilities, or 
otherwke house sentenced inmates in order to avoid ommwding or to make Imamration a meaningful detemnt, for 
snvimnmental deanup, ti18 control ebafement, and any other public safety or environmentally friendly work projects 
eppmved by the sherllr. All such inmates shall be eiectmnically monltomd during any time are outside confined ereas.. 
(dl Notwithstanding sny other law wmgulathm, tbe opemtion ofa tempomy jail or tmafmenf feciIifv authon'zed 
pumuant b this section is a dIscrefionaty act and shsil not form a basis for imposing civil liability upon the sheriff, the 
sherfffs department, or the county or municlpalh'y within whkh ths facilify is operated, 
(0) Any inmate who escapes or attempts to e m p e  from a temporary jail or tmatment facilify operated pursuant fo this 
section shall be guilty of e felony and shall be punished a& provided in Swtion 4532. 
(0 Any inmate who sustains a phyp3cai injury while assigned to a work release pmgmm auhorirsd by Section 4024.2 
may, if ofhenvise qualified, be enfitled fo compensation in accordance with provisions of Section 4453.1 of the Labor 
Code. 
(g.) h the event the condition constituting the jail overnowding crisis level described in subdivision (b) has been 
mmedied, and the total population of jail inmates within the county jail, including p a d e  violators held in pumuant to a 
contract with the CeIifornia Deparfmenf of Corrections and Rehabititetion, remains below 80 percent of permanent 
aufhonied capacity for twelve consecutive months, the sherift: or in the case of Madera, Napa, and Sanfa Clam Counties, 
the board of supewisom or the director of corrections, shall, within a masonable period of fime, eifher terminate the 
assignment of jail inmates to facilities descrisd in subdivision (c), or shall bring these facilities into compliance with 
applicable laws and reguiafrbns govemingr permanent inmate housing, 
SECTION 67. 
Section 4W.7 is added to Chapter 1 of Title 4 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read: 
4004.7. (a) (1) If is the intent of the People in eiactlng thls Section fo address oventvwded and congested conditions in 
fhe criminal justice system, including countyjails and courthouses, caused By the failure of the Leglsiatu,re and other 
governing bodies that are responsible for ensudng sufficient frrndlng for public safety budgefs, to pmvide sufficient 
resources fo relieve these ovenmwded and conglested conditions. 
(2) Overcrowded and congested conditions in county jails undermine the rights of  vicfims of crime specified in 
paragrephs (3) and (6) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Arficle l af theabfornia Constitution to expect that that the 
Legisletuml and other governing bodies that are responsible for ensuring that public safety budgets, provide sufficient 
resources to house in any state prison, county jail, or other state or local correctional or rehabitifation facility, aall persons 
sentenced to those institutions or ofhewise judicially compelled fo abide by Ilmitations on their freedoms as punishment 
for criminal activity, so that sentences imposed upon criminal wrongdoers wlll not be thwarted by the premature release 
of these wrongdoers caused by inadequate physical or personnel capaciiy to incamrate them. 
(3) Overcrowded and congested condiijons in courthouses undermine the right of victims of crime specified in 
subparegraph (A) of paragraph ( I )  of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution to expecf that 
crime victims and witnesses can enter a crimlnat courffiouse to participate In the criminal justice system without being 
subjected to intimidation, harassment, abuse, and danger. 
(4) Overcrowded and congested conditions in the crirninal]usii# system undermine the right of vicfims of crime 
specified in paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) and subparagmph IN) ofparagraph (7) dsubdhIsion (h) dSectlon 28 of 
Article I of the California Constitution to expect that crlmlnal wmngdoers will be expeditiously charged, bmughf bebm the 
courts, tried, and punkhed, and that here wlll be a speedy and p m p t  f ie! wnclusion ofthe mse. 
(5) In order to better profact the tights of vlctlms of crime as described in this subdivision, measures must be taken, and 
new technology applied, to alleviate these ~ v e m w d e d  and congested conditions. 
(bJ (7) Each counfy and the courts of this State located themln, or ofher authority In charge of courthouse secunly, shall 
establish and Implement procedures whereby named vlctlms of crlme, the immediate family of the victim, and support 
persons for the vicfim and the vfctlm's famlly, am provided safe 8cceas to buildings In which coutfmms are located. 
(2) Every subpoena or notice of heehg issued tb a crime victim shall confain a courthouse security bypass 
authorization that shall gh/e the vicllm, the immdiate hmlly ofthe victim, and supporf pemns br the victim and the 
vlctim's family, ptiorlty plmement in the murChouse security line in order fo be expedlfiously assisted through courfhous~ 
securi& screening. 
(3) Whereuerprecticable, a separate courthouse entrance, security line, end dssigneted and msfrlcted safe seating 
area in fhs courfhouse, shall be eafabllshed for crlme victims and the families of crime vicfims, so that these pemns are 
not requlrsd to sfand In the same line or weit in the same mom or area of the courthouse with criminal defendants, their 
esso&tes, or their faml/!@s. 
(4) (A) ) In order to addms the problem of ovemmwding In the crlminel justice system and to diminish the impact of 
that ovemrOwdIng on courthouses and their ability to focus resources on the security swening of dangerous pmons, 
therebypm~ngI  ctiminal prosecutors shall be permitted to enter buildings in which courtrooms ere locakd wifhouf 
passing thmugh metal detectors and other elecbvnic security devices, without their persons or proper& being searched, 
and without their having fo stand in any public line to enter such buildings h e  t might include criminal defendants or 
persans connected to criminal defendant.& 
(8) All criminal pros~~utors shall be issued distinctive identrfying badges and photo identification cards that shall be 
mainfalned in their possession while inside any courthouse and displayed upon the /awful request of any peace oficer. 
(C) The pnsiding judge of each county may in his or herdixmtion extend security bypass auth~niation as described in 
srrhparogmph (A f fo judges, fo deputy and assistenf public defenders, to alternate pubtic defenders, to phate news 
media staff who are assigned full t!me to offices within the court building or who regularly cover the courts, and to active 
members of the atate ber in good standing. (Dl The pm8id1ng judge of each county may in his or her discretion exfend security Bypass authorization as described 
in subpamaph (A) to court sfafl: distM attorney ofice staff: and to fhe of&e staff of the clerk of fhe mud, provided that 
the persons described in this subpamgmph have worked in a full-time position for the county far a minimum of ten ymt's. (€1 The mum, or other entify responsible for mutthouse secunYyI may c h a ~ e  a yearly fee celcuiafed at 8 rate not 
exceeding Mty pemnt of fhe amount of state bar dues in exchange for issuance of a securfty bypass "O#cer of the Court" 
Identification card, if ifrequested by attorneys in private practice who are members of the sfate bar in goad standing, and 
may for an identical fee issue a "Courf P mss" identificafion cmi  requested by membem d the news medla descrSBed in 
subparagraph (6). The State Bar may charge a reasonable fee for issuance of a wdIficate of good sfandlng. 
(c) In order to address the probkm of ove~mwdjng in the criminaljusfice system end to diminish the impact of that 
overcrowding on the rights of crime victims and their immediate families as described in subdivision (a), a pilot program, 
with implementation pmvisions, shall be established to assess the applications of technology to alleviafe and reduce 
overcrowding in the criminal justice system. 
( 1 )  A ten-year pilot project shall be established and an efficacy and efficiency study shall be conduefed in the Antelope 
Valley Branch Courthouse of the Los Angeles County Superior Courl, and in the Los Angeles County Jall, ftbasible, and 
may also be conducted in such other counties in California that have sultable courfhbuse and jel kciiItles to condud a 
meaningful pilot project as determined and selected by the Judicial Council, in consultation with the Administrative Office 
of the Courfs, The goals of the piio t pmjocf shall be: 
(A) To utilize advances in technology and communications to conserve limited public safety dollars by reducing the 
cost of transporiing inmates to and fmm jail facilities for arraignment end other pre-trial courf proceedings; 
(8) To reduce congestion and security nsks in courthouses by reducing the requimd personal physical attendance 
at and tmnsporfation to mud pmceedings of inmates incarcerated in the county jail; 
(C) To expedite the criminal tiel process and thereby promote speedier trials and final dispositions of criminal cases; (Dl To decrease the risk of harm, intimidation, abuse, and danger to crime victims and their immediate families by 
reducing Me courthouse contact between these victims and defendants, their families, and associates; 
(El To fecilitafe economical and eficient communication between incarcerated defendants and their attorneys; (FJ To improve courthouse security by limiting the in-person presence of incarcerated defendants in criminal 
proceedings tojury or courf trials, evidentiary motions, judgment and sentencing and any other proceeding in which the 
defendant's in-person presence is required by the Constitution of fhe Unifed States. 
(2) The attendance of an incamrated defendant in the pilot project shall, as soon as practicable, and except as 
described in subparagraph (F) of paragraph (l), occur by remote video that pemlts reat-tlme interaction fm the county 
jail or other secured location deemed suitable by Shetiff of Los Angeies County, (A) An electronic system of remote video that permits real-time interaction viewing and communicatjon~ s h d  Be 
installed in the arraignment, preliminary hearing, and criminal ttial couds the Antelope Valley Branch of the Los Angeles 
County Superior Court. The system of viewing shall be designed and installed In a manner that abws fhe defendant an 
opportunity to fully pafticipate in amlg!nment, pmllrninary hearlng, and other non-evidentiary pretrial p m d i n g s  fm the 
county jail or other secure facil& selected by the shefl, and to have ern adequate ability to heer and view proceedings, 
and an opportunity to pafllcipate and interact with his or her aftamey. 
(0) An electmnic security screening system shehl be implemented In order to secure the safe attendance of crime 
victims and witnesses at court p m d l n g s .  
(3) To implement the pilot pmjecf described in subdivision (A) of paragraph (2), five million dollars shall be ~ppropn'ated 
from the genemi fund ofthe State of California to enable fhe Judicial Council, In consulfallon with the Admlnisfmtive Office 
of fhe Courts, to enter info a oonlmcf covering pafinemhip and system development, installation, and a system anelysis focuslng upon the economic and due p m s s  features of the technology. 
(4) To opmte fhe pilot project described In subdhlsbn (A) of paragmph @,I, up to one milllon ddlars shall be 
8pprqarlated each year from the general fund to pay tbr l m i  operetional costs. 
(5) NohviV1standlng any statute, ordinance, or regulation, any Calhmia-based corpomb or individual donor, including a 
cbrpamtlon or foundation orgenized underparagraph (3) of subdivlsion (c) of Section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code, 
shall be pennbd to donate equipment, softwarn, cash for the purchase of equipment and soRwam, and expertise 
neces~ary tooperate the pilot pmct. ImpIement~tion of the pilot pnject shall be contingent upon the receipt of sufficient 
private donations to acqulm fh8 necessery hardware snd soham. 
(6) (A) There shall be formed an odvlsory mmmMee to recommend guideline8 for the pilot project to the Judicial Council 
and the AdministratWe O m  of the Courts in order to ensum that the function and structure of the pmjecf satisfies federal 
and stafe constitutional reqt~irements. 
(8) The advisory committee shall be composed of one representative selected by each of the followmn$.persons; the 
Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court; the chair of the Board of Governors of the State Bar of Caihbmia; the 
presiding judge of the Superlor Court, sheriff, president of the pmsecutors union or association of local pwcufors, and 
pmsidenf of the county bar as.soci8fion of the county, all of the county in which the pilot project is implemented; two 
public sector experts in techndogy and government regulations appointed by the Governor; and a chairperson appointed 
by tfie Governor. . 
(C) The a d v k r y  committee described in this paragraph shall provide e yeady wort on the pmgmss of the pilot 
project The first yeady m~od shall be made within one year of the completed irnplernenfathn of f ie pilot project. 
(D) The Judicial Council and Administrative Ofiice of fhe Courts may utillze donations of equipment, soilware, and 
supplies that exceed the instailation and operating costs of the pilot project to install additional pilot pmjects in courts other 
than the one described in subpamgmph (A) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (c). 
(7) If at any lime during the ten-year pilot prujecf, the Judicial Council determines that significant financial savlngs, 
diminished cuurthouse congestion, andlor increased court secudy can be attained without violating the consfifutional 
rights of criminal defendants, the Judicial Council, in consulfation w#h the Administrative Office of the Courls shall have 
the authomly b implement the pilot pmjed described in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (2) of subdivlsion (c) in additional 
coudhouses and jails in this State on a permanent basis, subject to adequate funding by the Legislature. 
SECTION 68, 
Chapter 1.1 (mrnrnencing with Section 4040) is added to Title 4 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read: 
CHAPTER 1.1. CIVIL RIGHTS OF COUNTY JAIL INMATES. 
4040. (a} It is the intent of the People of the Sfate of California in enacting this statute to implement and effectuate the 
righis of victims of crime guaranteed in paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Article I of the Califomla 
Constitution end in subpara~mph (N} of paragraph { I )  of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the California 
Constitution, to expect fhat a criminal wrongdoer will be suficienfly punished, and that the punitive and deterrent effect of 
the incaffieration will not be undercut or diminished by the gmnting of comforts, privileges, or other rights to Incarcerated 
criminal wrongdoers that are not required by the United States ConstYtution or the laws offhe Sfate of Cal/hmia, It Is h e  
fvrther intent of fhe People of the State of Califomia in enacting this statute to ensure that the granting of comforts, 
privileges, or other rights fo incarcemted wmngdoe~ does not dlvert resoumes ~ g u i ~ d  to meet 8 primasy obligetion of 
each county to prvvide adequate faciltles and personnel to incarcerafe ctimlnel wrongdoers for the hl/ terns of their 
sentences. 
(b) Notwitfisfandln~ any other pmvlsion of law, no pemon conflned in a counjl]ai/ or any other local facility, hduding a 
stale prlson inmate or parolee housed in the countylail, as a mult of e sentence orludgment including a judgmenf in 
which imposition or execuflon themof has been suspended, ansing out of a criminal proceeding, shall be enfitled to any 
right, prh,iIege, orcomfort, no maffer how described, that the Constlfution of the United States or the laws of the State of 
California do n d  reguim be granted to such persons. 
(c) The Sheriff of each county, or his or her designee, shall be authorized to grant or to deny, in his or her discmuon, to 
persons confined In a hcii& d e ~ t i b e d  in subdlvisidn (b), any Hright or pdilege not mquimd fo be granted by h e  
ConstHution d the United Stefes or the laws of the State of California. In determining whether to gmnt a fight or privilege 
nut required fa be gmnbd by the ConsHtution of Iho United Stabs or the laws of the State of California, the Sherif or his 
or her &@nee shall be guided by the declaratfon of policy in pamgmph ( I ]  dsubdivbion (a) of Section I 1  70 that the 
purpose of lmptisonmenf far crime is punishment. (dJ (1) It Is a primay responsibility of each county to see that resources appropriated to fie sheriff by the county for the 
malnlenam and opemtion of the county jail are used to ensure that sentences imposed upon persons committed to the 
county jell em canfed out and fhat no eatfy lyrelease of county jail inmates occurs due to inadequate spam to house them. 
(2) In Ule event that the sheriff or s federe/ or st& mud finds that the inmate population of any facility dmctibed in 
subdivision (b) exceeds its lawful capacity, or a federel or state couH orders that inmates receive early releases h m  
custody due to inadequate space to house them, the Sheriff $ha// suspend ail privileges for sentenced prisonem thaf are 
not guerantedto inmates by the Constitution of the United States, and shell reallocate resources to the primary 
responsibility of the county to provide adequate space lo house all inmates for #?e full terms of their sentenms. 
SECTION 60. Intent Clause. 
It is the intent of the People of the State of California in striking the language of existing subdivision (e) of Section 28 of 
Article 1 of the Callfarnla Constltution and in amending Sectlon 28 of Article 1 of the California Constiution to add 
subdivlsion (f), to re-enact as amended exlstlng subdlvbion (s). Existing subdivision (e) of Section 28 of Articb 1 of the 
Callfornla Constitution was passed by the electon as part of Proposition 8 on June 8,4982, but did no! become operative, 
because Its proviaions conflicted with the provisions of PropoerRion 4, which enacted Section 12 of Article 1 of the 
CalWomia Constkution, and whlch was approved by the electors at the same election with a higher affirmative vote. 
SECTION 60. Intent Clause. 
It isthe intwnt of the People in repealing Section 12 of Attlcle 1 of the California Canstkution to remove an exlsting 
provision of the California Constitution that cbnfllcts with subdivlsion (9 of Ssctlon 28 of Article 1 of the California 
Constitution, so that subdMsion (f) of Sectlon 28 will become operative. 
SECTION 61. Intent Clause. 
It is the intent of the People in amending Section 12838 of the Government Code, in repealing Sectlon 12838.4 of the 
Government Code, in enacting Section 12840 of the Government Code, and in enacting Section 3044 of the Penal Code, 
to reduce political and economic influences and pressures upon the Board of Adult Parole Hearings in carrying out its 
responsibility pursuant to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Title 1 of Pad 3 of the Penal Code to determine whether to allow 
prisoners imprisoned in the state prisons pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 1168 of the Penal Code to go upon parole 
outside the prison walls and enclosures. It is the intent of the People to thereby better ensure the right of crime victims 
set forth in subparagraph (R) of paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the California Constitution to 
expect that the Board of Adult Parole Hearings will follow the criteria for granting parole set forth in paragraph (3) of 
subdivision (a) of Section 3041 of the Penal Code, and that parole decisions will be made only on the criteria specified in 
Section 304.1 and not on the basis of political or economic influences and pressures. 
It is the further intent of the People in enacting Section 12840 of the Government Code to reduce political and economic 
influences and pressures upon the Board of Juvenile Parole in carrying out its responsibility to determine whether to allow 
a ward incarcerated in a facility or institution under the jurisdiction of the Juvenile Facilities Division of the Department of 
Corrections and Rehabilitation to go upon parole outside the walls and enclosures of the facility or institution, It is the 
intent of the People to thereby better ensure the right of crime victims set forth in subparagraph (R) of paragraph (I) of 
subdivlslon (b) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the California Constltution to expect that the Board of Juvenite Parole will 
follow only the appropriate criteria for granting parole to a juvenile ward, and that parole decisions will not be made on the 
basis of political or economic influences and pressures. 
It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting Article 15 (commencing with Section 12840) of Chapter 
I of Part 2.5 of Dkision 3 of Title 2 af the Government Code, to overturn the legislative enactments made by Senate Bill 
No. 737,in the 2005-2006 Legislative Session [Stats. 2005 ch.lO] that placed parole hearings of adult inmates and parole 
,decisions of juvenile wards under the jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation. 
SECTION 62. Intent Clause. 
It is the intent of the People in amending Sectlon 1054.9 of the Penal Code, in enacting Section 1473.1, and in enacting 
Section 1474.5 of the Penal Code, to expedite the disposition of postjudgment proceedings In order to better ensure the 
right of victims of crime to a speedy and prompt flnal conclusion of a criminal case, as provided in subparagraph (N) of 
paragraph (I) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution. 
SECTION 63. Intent Clause. 
It is the intent of the People in amending Sections 1270, 1270.1, 1272, 1272.1, 1274, and 1275 of the Penal Code, and in 
adding Section 1274.5 to the Penal Code, to better protect the right of victims of crime to receive reasonably adequate 
protection from the accused and persons acting on behalf of the accused from harm and threats of harm, as provided in 
subparagraphs (8) and (C) of paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the Califomla Constitution and 
subdivision (fj of Section 28 of Artide 1 of the California Constitution. 
SECTION 64. Intent Clause. 
It is the intent of the People in amending Sections 3041, 3041 .I, 3041.5, 3041 -7, 3043, 3043.2, 3043.5, and 3043.6 of the 
Penal Code, and in adding Sections 3043.4 and 3043.7 to the Penal Code, to better protect the right of victims of crime to 
be informed of parole procedures and notified of parole proceedings, to participate in the parole process, and to provide 
information to the Board of Adult Parole Hearings prior to the parole of the offender, as provided in subparagraph IS) of 
paragraph (I) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution. 
It is the further intent of the Psople in amending Sections 3041, 3041.1, 3041 -5, 3041 -7, 3043, 3043,2, 3043.5, and 
3043.6 of the Penal Code, and in adding Sections 3043.4 and 3043.7 to the Penal Code that these provisions as 
amended and enacted be applied to all parole proceedings for all inmates incarcerated in the Department of Corrections 
whose crimes were committed prior to, as well as those inmates whose crimes were committed on or after, the effective 
date of this initiative measure. However, it is the intent of the People in amending and enacting these Sections to comply 
with the constitutional principles set forth in Garner v. Jones (2000) 529 US,  244, 251, and California Department of 
Comctions v, #orales (1995) 514 U.S. 499,511, such that any provision amended or enacted herein shall not be 
deemed to apply to any person whose crime was committed prior to the effective date of this initiative measure and who is 
able to show that the provision amended or enacted creates a significant risk of prolonging his or her incarceration. 
SECTION 65, Severability clause. 
If any provision of this Act, or part thereof, or the application thereof to any person or circumstances is for any reason held 
to be invalid or unconstiiutional, the remaining provisions which can be given effect without the invalid or unconstitutional 
provision or application shall not be affected, but shall remaln in full force and effect, and to this end the provisions of this 
Act are severable. 
SECTION 66. Conflict Clause. 
It is the intent of the People of the State of California In enacting this Act that if any provlslon in this Act conflicts with 
another section of law which provides for greater rights of vlctlms of crime, that the latter provision shall apply. 
SECTION 67. Amendment Clause. 
The statutory pravislons aantalned in this Act may not be amended by the Legislature except by a statute passed in each 
house by rollcall vote entered In the journal, three-fourths of the membership of each house concurring, or by a statute 
that becomes effective only when approved by the electon. However, the Legirlature may amend the statutory 
prwislons of this Act to expand the scope of their application, to recognize additional right8 of victims of crime, or to 
further the rlghta of victlms of crime by a statute passed by majority vote of the mernbemhip of each house. 
